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Technology Philosophy
Technology is uniquely positioned to transform learning, to foster critical thinking, creativity, and innovation, and to prepare students
to thrive in the global economy. As engaged digital learners, students are able to acquire and apply content knowledge and skills
through active exploration, interaction, and collaboration with others across the globe, challenging them to design the future as
envisioned in the statements that follow:
Mission: Technology enables students to solve real world problems, enhance life, and extend human capability as they meet the
challenges of a dynamic global society.
Vision: The systematic integration of technology across the curriculum and in the teaching and learning process fosters a population
that leverages 21st century resources to:
● Apply information-literacy skills to access, manage, and communicate information using a range of emerging technological
tools
● Think critically and creatively to solve problems, synthesize and create new knowledge, and make informed decisions that
affect individuals, the world community, and the environment
● Gain enhanced understanding of global interdependencies as well as multiple cultural perspectives, differing points of view,
and diverse values
● Employ a systemic approach to understand the design process, the designed world, and the interrelationship and impact of
technologies
● Model digital citizenship

GRADES K-2:
Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

In a world of constant change, what skills should we learn?

Technology is constantly changing and requires continuous
learning of new skills.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and /or
career needs assessment.

How can I transfer what I know to new technological
situations/experiences

A tool is only as good as the person using it.

What are an individual’s responsibilities for using technology?
What constitutes misuse and how can it best be prevented?

Technology use can have positive or negative impact on both
users and those affected by their use.

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand A: The use of technology and digital tools requires knowledge and appropriate use of operations and related applications.
Strand D: Technological advancements create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe, legal, and ethical behaviors.

Learning
Expectations WALT

8.1.2.A.1 Identify the
basic features of a
computer and explain
how to use them
effectively.

Activities/Instructional Procedures
K: Give each student an iPad, demonstrate how to
turn on the iPad, open a program, return to the
main menu, and other basic operations such as
sliding between menu screens, opening the
keyboard, search etc.
1st: Demonstrate to students how to turn on the
computer, log-on, open programs, close programs,
use the mouse, keyboard, log off, turn off, etc.
Give student the opportunity to explore the
computer by opening and closing various
programs. Have them type a few words or
sentences in a program.

Modifications/
Differentiation

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Assessments
Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Resources/Materials
iPads
Computers
Log-in information
Text to Speech
software/Accessibilit
y Tools
Headphones and
microphones

2nd: Have students log on to the computers.
Review the basics with them and show them how
to attach headphones and other devices. Show
them the accessibility tools and allow them to
practice using the text to speech and speech to
text software.

8.1.2.A.2 Use
technology terms in
daily practice.

K: Assign each kid a vocabulary term. Allow them
to create an electronic picture to demonstrate the
meaning of the word and present it to the class.
1st: Provide a list of vocabulary words to the
students allow them to choose 3-5 words and
create an electronic mini-dictionary. The
dictionary should include words and pictures.
2nd: Have students work in pairs to create an
electronic short skit or story that involves at least 5

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Printer
Various technology
equipment as props

8.1.2.A.3 Discuss the
common uses of
computer applications
and hardware and
identify their
advantages and
disadvantages.

vocabulary words. They can read their stories or
perform their skits for the class.
K: Allow students to explore different programs on
the iPad. Have each student share a use for their
favorite program.
1st: Introduce different applications such as Word,
Excel, Power Point, a web browser, etc. Have a
class discussion about the different uses of the
programs. Talk about advantages and
disadvantages of each. Play four corners with the
students by reading or posting a task and asking
them to move to a different part of the room
depending on which program they would use.
2nd: Assign each group of students a computer
application. Have them come up with 5 different
uses of the software, 3 benefits, and 3
disadvantages of using the software. Have the
students create electronic posters to display their
work and then have the students go on a learning
walk to see other group’s posters and take notes.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

iPads
Various
software
programs
List of various tasks
and signs(to play
four corners)
Printer

8.1.2.A.4 Create a
document with text
using a word
processing program.

K: Demonstrate how to create a document using
the word processing software. Have them create a
picture of their family, pet or house. Teach them to
type their names, save the document, and print the
document.
1st: Have students create a Word document (or use
similar software if necessary). Show them how to
use the keyboard to input characters. Have them
type a sentence about school. Demonstrate how to
insert clip art as well. Have them insert a picture of
a school and one other picture that reminds them

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

iPads
Computers
Word processing
software
Printer/Space to save
work
Optional: Fire
Safety Video

of school.
2nd: Using word processing software, review with
the students how to open, save, insert clipart,
print, etc. Demonstrate how to insert word art,
special characters, and how to change the font,
font size, and justification (left, right, center).
Have them create an electronic poster about Fire
Safety to be displayed during the month of
October.

8.1.2.A.5 Demonstrate
the ability to navigate
in virtual environments
that are
developmentally
appropriate.

K: Have students visit Aven’s Corner and select
two games to play. If internet is not available they
may choose two games on the iPads. At the end of
class each student can share what they did.
1st: Have students open a web browser. Show them
how to type in a web address and how to navigate
back and forward. Have them visit ABCYa and
choose one number game and one letter game to
play. If time allows the teacher can show them how
to search for sites using Google.
2nd: Have students explore the Discovery Kids
website. Allow them to familiarize themselves
with the website. Allow them to play games or
solve puzzles. Ask the student to share when they
find something “cool” on the site.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

iPads
http://avenscorner.co
m/
Computers
http://www.abcya.co
m/first_grade_comput
ers.htm
http://kids.discovery.
com/home

8.1.2.D.1 Model legal
and ethical behaviors
when using both print
and non-print
information by citing
resources.

K: Have the students in the class each share their
favorite thing about school. Have students record
their own favorite thing and also somebody else’s.
Explain that they should include the other students
name to give credit to that student.
1st: Have students type a couple sentences about

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information, Video
and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,

http://kids.discovery.
com/home
PowerPoint
presentation on
citations

their favorite TV show. Require that they include a
quote from a friend. They can easily cite the quote
by including the person’s name in their writing.
2nd: Introduce citations to the students through a
powerpoint presentation. Have students return to
the Discovery Kids website. Ask them to choose
one of the topics from the “Tell Me” box on the
right-hand side of the home page. They should
read the article and type a short summary using
word process software. They must include a quote
from the article they read and cite it properly.

Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Printer/space to save
work

Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

How can digital tools be used for creating original and innovative
works, ideas, and solutions?

Digital tools provide enhanced opportunities to design innovative
solutions, and express ideas creatively.

Why is the evaluation and appropriate use of accurate information
more important than ever in the technological age?

Information is spread worldwide within seconds due to
technological advancements and has an immediate impact.

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand B: The use of digital tools and media-rich resources enhances creativity and the construction of knowledge.
Strand E: Effective use of digital tools assists in gathering and managing information.
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, and Design All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand E: Digital tools facilitate local and global communication and collaboration in designing products and systems.
Strand G: The designed world is the product of a design process that provides the means to convert resources into products and
systems.

Learning
Expectations

8.1.2.B.1 Illustrate and
communicate original
ideas and stories using
digital tools and mediarich resources.

Activities/Instructional Procedures
K: Have students share a short story about their
lives (about their pets, a recent celebration, a
trip, etc). Have them create a presentation that
includes recording of their voices, picture, and
print.

1st: Take a popular 1st grade story such as “If
you Take a Mouse to School” and have the
students work in groups to extend the story,
create a new ending for the story, or create
another story with the same characters. Have
them create a presentation that includes
recording of their voices, picture, and print.
Prior to starting this activity the teacher will
need to show the students the different
software available to help them create their
presentations.
2nd: As a class, brainstorm ways to improve
recess. Then have the student form groups
based on which improvement they think
will be the most beneficial. Have the groups
create a persuasive presentation as to why
their improvement would be the best. They
should use text, pictures, video, and
recording of their voices to make their
presentation effective.

Modifications/
Differentiation
Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Assessments
Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Resources/Materials
Headphones/
Microphones
Recording Software
Flip Camera
Digital Camera
http://ase.tufts.edu/
DevTech/ScratchJr/S
cratchJrHome.asp

Prior to starting this activity, the teacher will
need to review the different software
options with the students.

8.1.2.E.1 Use digital
tools and online
resources to explore a
problem or issue
affecting children, and
discuss possible
solutions.
8.2.2.E.1 Communicate
with students in the
United States or other
countries using digital
tools to gather
information about a
specific topic and share
results.
8.2.2.G.2 Explain the
importance of safety in
the use and selection of
appropriate tools and
resources for a specific
purpose.

K: Have students watch videos on ways to save
energy and conserve resources. Have them pair
off with a partner and share something they
learned from the videos. Then have a couple
volunteers share with the class.
1st: Review Internet safety rules with the students
through the use of a PowerPoint presentation,
class discussion, or websites. Then introduce
students to online communication tools and
assign or have students find an email buddy (pen
pal-you can use one of the many free online sites
to do this). Once communication with a peer has
been establish, have the students research ways
that the school is saving energy. Have them ask
their email buddy the different ways their school
is saving energy and create a Venn diagram to
show the similarities and differences between the
two schools.
Another option is to use Google Apps to have
students communicate with other students within
the same building and compare the similarities
and differences between the two classes.
Students can then share their work with the
class.
2nd: Review Internet safety rules with the students
through the use of a PowerPoint presentation,
websites, or class discussion. Have students
research common American foods or meals.
Introduce an online site where students can
interact with children from different countries and
discuss common foods/meals of
that country. Students should write a paragraph

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Lighting Video:
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3OEU1
oAEIIE
Saving Energy Video:
http://current.com/g
reen/90079098_ener gylets-save-it- sustainableenergy- europealternative- channel.htm
Save Energy Music
Video:
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=hjzML
8_6SxU
Internet Safety Power
Point or Discussion
Topics
Internet Safety Websites:
http://www.fbi.gov/f ungames/kids/kids- safety
http://www.ou.edu/
oupd/kidsafe/start.ht m
http://www.gcflearnf
ree.org/internetsafet
yforkids
http://www.netsmart

detailing what they learned and how the
common foods of each country are similar or
different.

zkids.org/

Email Buddy or Pen
Pal site
(http://www.student
softheworld.info/me
nu_penpals.php)
Google Apps

8.2.2.G.1 Describe how
the parts of a common
toy or tool interact and
work as part of a
system.

K: Have the students explore by playing with
Play-Doh. During this time, share some easy
facts with them from the Play-Doh article.
Students can also visit the Play-Doh website.
Make sure students use an extruding toy and ask
them to explain how it works. You can also
discuss how the other play-doh toys work. Have
students make their own play-doh (they can
research a recipe online, or you can provide one).
Ask the students why each ingredient is
important and how they work together to create
the dough. If time allows, have the students
create their own play-doh toy to use as well.
1st: Show students the Lego Video. Discuss what
each of the sculptures is throughout the video.
Give each student a basic Lego block. Explain the
design of the block and how the pieces fit
together to create friction. Talk about the
materials used to create the blocks and how the
materials are recycled. Allow students to use the
online design tool to create their own Lego
creation or if Lego blocks are available they can

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Play-Doh Article:
http://entertainment
.howstuffworks.com/
play-doh.htm
Play-Doh Website:
http://www.hasbro.c
om/playdoh2/en_US/
play/browse/PlayDoh/_/N1sZ77ZgtZe2/Ne-dz

Boomerang Video:
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=UzaM
Dp3dgJc&feature=rel
ated
Boomerang Article:
http://entertainment
.howstuffworks.com/
boomerang.htm

create it by hand.
2nd: Show students the Boomerang Video to grab
t heir attention and to make sure all students
know what a boomerang is. Provide the class
with a few sample boomerangs to examine.
Share some facts with the class from the
Boomerang article. Discuss how the shape of the
boomerang aids in its motion and flight. Talk
about different materials that may be used to
create a boomerang. You can have the student
research boomerangs online by providing
appropriate sites for them to visit. You can also
allow the students to make boomerangs out of
cardboard and see if any of them actually fly.
Discuss why their boomerangs worked or didn’t
work. If time allows take the students outside or
to the gym and allow them to try throwing real
boomerangs.

Lego Video:
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=VSKoyMVeXc
Lego Article:
http://entertainment
.howstuffworks.com/
lego.htm

Designer:
http://ldd.lego.com/
(software must be
downloaded)

Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

How has the use of digital tools improved opportunities for
communication and collaboration?

Digital tools allow for communication and collaboration
anytime/anyplace worldwide.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and/or
career needs assessment.

How can I transfer what I know to new technological
situations/experiences?

A tool is only as good as the person using it.

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order
to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand C: Digital tools and environments support the learning process and foster collaboration in solving local or global issues and
problems.
Strand F: Information accessed through the use of digital tools assists in generating solutions and making decisions.
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, and Design All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand A: Technology products and systems impact every aspect of the world in which we live.
Strand C: Knowledge and understanding of human, cultural, and societal values are fundamental when designing technology systems
and products in the global society.

Learning
Expectations

8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a
variety of
developmentally
appropriate learning
activities with students
in other classes,
schools, or countries
using electronic tools.

Activities/Instructional Procedures
K: Read a short story to the class. As a class
come up with images to tell the story. Each
student or pair of students should then find or
create one of the images to tell the story. The
class can then combine all their images to tell
the story and share it with another class.

Modifications/
Differentiation
Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information

1st: Have students work with their email
buddies from earlier in the year to create a
short poem together that compares the weather
near the email buddy and the current weather
in Roselle. An alternative is to use Google
Apps and have students in different classes
create poems about the weather in Roselle or
the different seasons. The poems can then be
displayed around the classroom.

Assessments

Resources/Materials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Journal Entry,
Quiz,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Interview,
One Sentence
Summary,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Kindergarten level
story

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Journal Entry,

Google Earth

iPads with printers or
paper and crayons
Email
Buddies(pen- pals)
from Unit 2
Google Apps

2nd: Have students use online communication
tools to communicate with children from
different states or countries. Have them work
to create a story together about a student that
transferred from one school to the other. The
story should point out the similarities and
differences between the schools. The stories
can then be shared online or around the
classroom.

8.1.2.F.1 Use mapping
tools to plan and
choose alternate routes
to and from various
locations.

K: Have students use Google Earth to locate
the school on a map. Have them also locate 5
other important buildings such as the library,
bank, etc.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information

Google Maps

1st: Introduce the students to Google Maps and
have them find their school on the map. Then
have student find directions from school to the
town library. Show them how to explore all
the possible routes and how to pick the best
one. Then have them repeat the process on their
own to find a way from school to a local
restaurant. They should choose one of the
routes and be able to explain why they chose it.
2nd: Review with students how to use Google
Maps to find directions. Have them map from
home to a friend’s house. Then show them
how to add a location by going to the library.
The students should be able to choose a route
to the friend’s house and to the library and
justify why they chose it. Have the students
use Google Maps to find the closest restaurant,
bank, etc. to the school. If possible take the
kids outside and explore the different
routes.

Quiz,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Interview,
One Sentence
Summary,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

8.2.2.A.1 Describe how
technology products,
systems, and resources
are useful at school,
home, and work.

K: As a class, complete a graphic organizer
that lists some ways technology is used in the
classroom and at home. Some common uses
might be video games, TV, smart boards,
computers, iPads, etc.
1st: Split the class into three groups. Assign
one group to home, one to school, and one to
work. Have each group compile a list of uses
for technology at their assigned location. The
electronic posters can be printed and then be
hung around the classroom and the students

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Journal Entry,
Quiz,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Interview,
One Sentence
Summary,

Online Graphic
Organizers
(Inspiration,
kidspiration)
Presentaion Software
Word Processing
Software
Printer

can go on a learning walk to see the other
groups’ work. They can also add ideas of their
own to lists.
2nd: Have students create an electronic foldable
with the labels home, school, and work.
Behind each label they should list at least 5
ways technology is used at each location.
They can pair off with a classmate to
compare electronic foldables.

Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

8.2.2.C.1 Demonstrate
how reusing a product
affects the local and
global
environment.

K: Teach the students the three R’s. Ask the
students to come up with one example of each
R they can type a list, or create/insert pictures.
Also tell the students about waste and ask how
reducing waste will help the environment.
1st: Review the 3 R’s with the students. Set up
stations that demonstrate how recycling helps
the environment. Possible stations can be to
watch a you tube video on recycling, play a
recycling game online, create a list of products
that can be recycled, video on how recycling
affects plants, video on how recycling affects
animals. The students can write down one
thing they learned at each station during class
and use a Google Doc to share with the class.
2nd: Assign each group of students a
commonly recycled item such as, milk gallons,
plastic bottles, paper, toilet paper rolls, paper
towel rolls, etc. Have each group research how
recycling their item will help protect the
environment. Also have them research other
uses for their item rather than throwing them

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Journal Entry,
Quiz,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Interview,
One Sentence
Summary,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer,

iPads
Word Processing
Software
Presentation
Software
Commonly
recycled items
You Tube
Google Apps
3R’s
Websites:
http://greenplanet4ki
ds.com/rrr/workturn-it-off
http://www.kidsbegr
een.org/
http://www.recyclez

out. Each group should create a presentation to
share with the class.

one.org.uk/
http://www.ollieswor
ld.com/planet/usa/in
dex.htm

Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and/or
career needs assessment.

Why is the evaluation and appropriate use of accurate information
more important than ever in the technological age?

Information is spread worldwide within seconds due to
technological advancements and has an immediate impact.

Can a system continue to operate with a missing or
malfunctioning component?

A system has interrelated components designed to collectively
achieve a desired goal.

Is it always beneficial to use the most economical
material/materials for production of a technological product?

All technological activities use resources that include
tools/machines, materials, information, energy, capital, time and
people.

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, and Design All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand B: The design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.
Strand D: Information-literacy skills, research, data analysis, and prediction provide the basis for the effective design of technology
systems.
Strand F: Technological products and systems are created through the application and appropriate use of technological resources.

Learning Expectations
WALT

8.2.2.B.1 Brainstorm
and devise a plan to
repair a broken toy or
tool using the design
process.

Activities/Instructional Procedures
K: Introduce students to the design process:
Identify a problem, Brainstorm Ideas, Design a
Solution. Assign each group of students a toy or
product from within the classroom. Ask them to
brainstorm ways to make the toy/product better.
1st: Review the design process with the students
using the pbskids.org website. Split the class up
into groups. Present the entire class with a picture
of a broken toy or tool.
Ask each group to devise a plan to diagnose the
problem and fix the toy/tool. Have each group
present their plan to the class.
2nd: Review the design process with the students
using the pbskids.org website. Set up three
stations each with a different broken toy or tool.
Ask students to work in pairs and visit each
station. At each station students should take notes
on what is broken and how they suggest fixing it.
Afterwards, take one of the broken items at a
time and ask the groups to share what they would
do to fix the item. Have the class vote on the best
solution and allow that group of students to
actually fix the item.

Modifications/
Differentiation
Visual and
Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Assessments
Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Resources/Materials
Broken toys/tools
Design Process:
http://pbskids.org/de
signsquad/parentsed
ucators/workshop/w
elcome.html
Games:
http://www.nickjr.co
m/games/bots-silly- fix-itgame.jhtml
http://www.shockwa
ve.com/gamelanding
/toyboxrepairshop.js p

8.2.2.B.2 Investigate
the influence of a
specific technology on
the individual, family,

K: Ask students to name technology products
that they use. If they have trouble thinking of
any, ask specific questions to prompt them.
Create a list of technology products on the

Visual and
Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,

Computers/iPads
Word Processing
Software

community, and
environment.

board. Ask each student to choose one product
and explain how they use it as individuals, how
their family uses it. Students can create an
electronic poster for their product using text or
pictures to show how the product is used.
1st: Break the class into groups. Assign each
group a technology product. Have the group
create an electronic poster showcasing how the
product affects individuals, families,
communities, and the environment. (When
assigning technology products, be sure to include
some medical technologies and technology that
has major impact on the environment). The
groups can then share their posters with the class.
2nd: Have students sit in a circle. Have each
student draw or write a technology product on a
piece of paper. Have student pass the paper to the
right and on the new paper they receive write
down how individuals use the product.
Then have students pass the papers to the right
again. This time students should write how
families use the product on the new paper. Pass
the papers again and record how communities
are affected by the product and then pass one
more time and record how the product affects
the environment. At the end, the class can
compare the posters and see the different ideas
their classmates came up with. Alternate
assignment can be to create the posters using
Google Docs and share the documents with the
class.

information

Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Presentation
Software
Google Apps

various graphs. Once completed, ask the students
to create their own survey about a current event
on survey monkey or similar program. Have the
students post their survey to the class page or
wiki and allow time for the students to complete
each other’s surveys. Have the students compile
the results and create graphs using Create a
Graph. When the graphs are complete, have
students write down 1-2 suggestions based on
their data.

8.2.2.F.1 Identify the
resources needed to
create technological
products and systems.

K: Point out a few technological products in the
classroom (computers, iPads, printer, smart
board, etc.). Ask the students which products
contain plastic? Metal? Wires? Etc. so that
students understand some of the resources
necessary to create the products.
1st: Have students research the resources
necessary to create a computer or iPad. Have
them investigate materials, time, labor, cost, etc.
They can present their findings to the class or
complete a recording sheet as they research to
demonstrate their knowledge. Alternative
Assignment is to provide basic materials to the
students and ask them which technological
product they think they could build using those
materials.
2nd: Explain what natural resources are and have
students play the following game:
http://www.neok12.com/diagram/NaturalResources-01.htm

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

http://www.neok12.c
om/diagram/NaturalResources-01.htm
http://www.neok12.c
om/vocabulary/Energ
y-Sources-01.htm
http://www.neok12.c
om/vocabulary/Energ
y-Sources-02.htm
http://www.designtechnology.info/hom
e.htm

Explain energy resources to the students and
have them play the following game:
http://www.neok12.com/vocabulary/EnergySources-01.htm
Explain renewable resources and have them play
the following game:
http://www.neok12.com/vocabulary/EnergySources-02.htm
Then assign each student a technology product
and have them list the natural resources, energy
resources, and renewable resources necessary to
create that product.

Grades 3-4
Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

In a world of constant change, what skills should we learn?

Technology is constantly changing and requires continuous
learning of new skills.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and /or
career needs assessment.

How can I transfer what I know to new technological
situations/experiences

A tool is only as good as the person using it.

What are an individual’s responsibilities for using technology?
What constitutes misuse and how can it best be prevented?

Technology use can have positive or negative impact on both
users and those affected by their use.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand A: The use of technology and digital tools requires knowledge and appropriate use of operations and related applications.
Strand D: Technological advancements create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe, legal, and ethical behaviors.

Learning Expectations
WALT

8.1.4.A.1 Demonstrate
effective input of text
and data using an
input device.
8.1.4.A.2 Create a
document with text
formatting and
graphics using a
word processing
program.

Activities/Instructional Procedures
3rd: Review with students how to create a
document using word processing software.
Review the different ways to input text such as
the keyboard, speech-to-text software, etc.
Demonstrate how to format text using the
software program. Have students create a
poster about themselves that includes text
formatting and graphics. Student can then
present to the class to get to know one
another.
4th: Review the basics of word processing
software with the students. Introduce some
advanced features such as how to adjust
margins, page orientation, and inserting tables,
etc. Have students create their Dream Report
Card (using a table) and inserting graphics to
represent the different subject areas.

Modifications/
Differentiation
Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information,
Text to Speech
Software , Video and
Written Tutorials

Assessments
Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Resources/Materials
Headphones/microph
ones
Sample report cards
Word processing
software

8.1.4.A.3 Create and
present a multimedia
presentation that
includes graphics.

3rd: Introduce presentation software to the
students. Show them a completed presentation
that contains lots of special effects and features.
Have students create a presentation about 3 of
their personality traits. As the students are
working, you can continue to demonstrate how
to incorporate the special features. Be sure to
include inserting graphics and review the
different slide formats.
4th: Review basic skills using presentation
software by working as a class to create a

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Presentation
Software

presentation on the school. Be sure to show
students how to insert graphics, add animation,
and review the slide formats. Have students
work individually or in a small group to create
a presentation on their hero or a
current event.

8.1.4.A.4 Create a
simple spreadsheet,
enter data, and interpret
the information.

3rd: Introduce spreadsheets to students by
conducting a class survey about favorite foods.
Enter the data collected into a spreadsheet.
Students can follow along on their own
computers or follow along by watching the
teacher up front. As an assignment, have
students look up the price of one back to school
item at various stores. They should create a
spreadsheet to organize the prices. In their
spreadsheet they should also add a column to
show the price at each store if 5 of the item
were purchased or if 10 of the item were
purchased.
4th: Watch the following Video:
http://activities.macmillanmh.com/Techknowl
edge/data/_shell/_global/files/_swf/tk.php?le
vel=03&unit=07&lesson=67
Once students have watched the video, have
them use the RIAA website to research the
number of gold and platinum achievements of
their favorite musical artists and make a
spreadsheet that organizes the data. Have them
insert a graph that is appropriate for the
data.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Excel software
Internet or local
stores
advertisements

http://activities.mac
millanmh.com/Techk
nowledge/data/_shel
l/_global/files/_swf/t
k.php?level=03&unit
=07&lesson=67

http://www.riaa.com
/goldandplatinumdat
a.php?content_select
or=gold-platinumsearchable-database

8.1.4.A.5 Determine
the benefits of a wide
range of digital tools

3rd: Present the class with a relevant problem
that could be solved using more than one
digital tool (for ideas, ask Science and
Social

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,

Exit
Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down

Various digital tools
Interactive white

by using them to solve
problems.

Studies teachers what the kids are working
on). Have groups of students select different
digital tools to solve the problem. When
completed the class should discuss all the
solutions and the different tools used.
Advantages and disadvantages of each tool
should be discussed.

Chunking information,
Video and Written
Tutorials

Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

boards

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

BrainPOP Jr.

4th: Have students work in groups. Each group
should select one digital tool to use. Present the
class with a problem and ask each group to
solve the problem using the one tool they have
chosen. Then have the groups present to the
class whether or not they could solve the
problem with their tool. Have a class
discussion about how the different tools were
beneficial.

8.1.4.D.1 Explain the
need for each
individual, as a
member of the global
community, to practice
cyber safety, cyber
security, and cyber
ethics when using
existing and emerging
technologies.

3rd: Show student the internet safety video on
BrainPOP Jr. Have students take the quiz
individually, or complete the quiz as a class.
Read a cyber bullying story/situation to the
students. Half way through stop and ask each
group of students to write the ending of the
story. Once groups have shared their endings,
read the real ending. As a class come up with a
list of steps explaining how to deal with cyber
bullying and post it in the classroom.
4th: Have students watch the Cyber Bullying
and the Internet Safety videos on BrainPOP.
Then have students complete the lessons and
practice on Study Island.

Cyber
bullying
story/scenario
BrainPOP
Study
Island

8.1.4.D.2 Analyze the
need for and use of

3rd: Use a Power Point presentation to
introduce copyrights to the students. Have

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs

Power Point
presentation on

copyrights.

them create an original piece of work that
would be covered under copyright laws.

Choice activities,
Chunking information

th

4 : Watch the copy right video on BrainPop.
Have students complete the activity and take
the quiz.

8.1.4.D.3 Explain the
purpose of an
acceptable use policy
and the consequences
of inappropriate use of
technology.

3rd: Show students the acceptable use policy
the school currently uses. Review the
acceptable uses and why they were created.
Have students come up with two consequences
for misusing technology. Share the students’
work on a class wiki, blog, bulletin board, in
the hallway, etc.
4th: Have students look at three different
acceptable use policies. They can be from
nearby schools or programs. Have them
create a list of acceptable uses that show up
on all of the lists. Then ask them to create a
list of acceptable uses for the classroom.
Make sure their acceptable use policy also lists
the consequences of misusing the technology.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking information

Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

copyrights

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Various acceptable
use policies

BrainPOP

Computers

Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

How can digital tools be used for creating original and innovative
works, ideas, and solutions?

Digital tools provide enhanced opportunities to design innovative
solutions, and express ideas creatively.

Why is the evaluation and appropriate use of accurate information
more important than ever in the technological age?

Information is spread worldwide within seconds due to
technological advancements and has an immediate impact.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order
to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand B: The use of digital tools and media-rich resources enhances creativity and the construction of knowledge.
Strand C: Digital tools and environments support the learning process and foster collaboration in solving local or global issues and
problems.
Strand E: Effective use of digital tools assists in gathering and managing information.
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, and Design All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand E: Digital tools facilitate local and global communication and collaboration in designing products and systems.
Strand G: The designed world is the product of a design process that provides the means to convert resources into products and
systems.

Learning Expectations
WALT

8.1.4.B.1 Produce a
media-rich digital story
about a significant
local event or issue
based on first-person
interviews.
8.1.4.C.1 Engage in
online discussions with
learners in the United
States or from other
countries to understand
their perspectives on a
global problem or
issue.

8.1.4.E.1 Investigate a
problem or issue found
in the United States
and/or another country
from multiple
perspectives, evaluate
findings, and present
possible solutions,
using digital tools and
online resources for all
steps.

Activities/Instructional Procedures
3rd: Have students work in groups to perform
research on school lunches and snacks. They can
look into the prices, the menu, health factors, etc.
The students can interview teachers, students,
lunch room employees, and parents about the issue
they chose and create a digital story to present
their findings and suggest possible solutions to the
issue.
4th: Have students work in groups to perform
research on school budgets in the United States.
They can investigate the effect of recent budget
cuts on after school activities and programs, field
trips, etc. They can interview teachers, students,
and parents about the topic and create a digital
story to present their findings and suggest possible
solutions to minimize the effect of budget cuts.

Modifications/
Differentiation
Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Text to Speech
Software , Video
and Written
Tutorials

Assessments
Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Resources/Materials
Internet
Headphones/Microp
hones
Digital
Cameras Flip
Cameras

8.1.4.E.2 Evaluate the
accuracy of, relevance
to, and appropriateness
of using print and nonprint electronic
information sources to
complete a variety of
tasks.
8.2.4.E.1 Work in
collaboration with
peers to produce and
publish a report that
explains how
technology is or was
successfully or
unsuccessfully used to
address a local or
global problem.

3rd: Have a class discussion about the electronic
information sources used in class. Discuss which
sites provided accurate information and were
appropriate to use and which sites did not. Create a
list of qualities that make a website credible and a
list of qualities that make a website untrustworthy.
Also discuss when websites are appropriate to use
as a source of information and when interviewing
an expert might be better.
Divide students into small groups and assign each
group a local issue to research. Have the students
create a list of credible website about the issue and
create a report about how technology was or was
not successful in helping to address the issue.
Reports can be published on the class page or class
wiki.
4th: Have students read the article Internet Research
Tips. Then have a class discussion about how to
find credible websites and signs of websites that are
not credible. Split the students into groups and
assign each group a different global issue. Have the
groups work to locate credible websites and create
a report that details how technology was or was not
successful in addressing the global problem. An
example can be done as a class to give students an
idea of what to do.
Completed reports can be published online
through a class page or wiki.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Class
discussion
questions
Poster Paper
Markers
Internet Research
Tips Article:
http://homeworktips.
about.com/od/resear
chandreference/a/int
ernet.htm
List of local issues
List of global
issues Class page
or wiki

8.2.4.G.1 Examine a
malfunctioning tool
and use a step-by-step
process to troubleshoot

3rd: As a class create a step-by-step process to
troubleshoot broken tools. The conversation can
revolve around a broken microscope. The class
can work together to fix the microscope. Every

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking

Exit
Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,

Broken tools
Video cameras

and present options to
repair the product.

solution tried should be recorded on the board
along with the results of each solution. Students
can then work in groups to explore other broken
tools found around the school (overhead
projectors, toys, computers, etc.).

information

Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

4th: Present students with a broken tool such as a
broken globe, computer, camera, etc. Allow the
students to work together in groups to troubleshoot
and fix the tool. Each group should record their
work in a written or video journal and present to
the class once they have fixed the tool.

8.2.4.G.2 Explain the
functions of a system
and subsystems.
8.2.4.G.3 Evaluate the
function, value, and
aesthetics of a
technological product,
system, or
environment from the
perspective of the user
and the producer.

3rd: Have students begin to complete a K-W-L Chart
about levers and pulleys. Have them explore
levers and pulleys by completing the activity: Rube
Goldberg Burglar Catcher online. Have the
students discuss the benefits of this lever/pulley
system and the challenges of it. Having helped
create the system what is their perspective as a
producer? They can then survey others about what
their opinion would be as a consumer.
Students can then finish their K-W-L charts.
4th: Have students begin completing a K-W-L
Chart about solar energy. Introduce solar energy to
the kids by using activities from the Solar Energy
Unit found online. Next have the students play the
Solar Road Race game. Afterwards, the students
can finish their K-W-L Charts.

Rube Goldberg
Burglar Catcher:
http://www.fossweb.
com/modules36/LeversandPulleys/a
ctivities/rubegoldber
gmachine.html
Solar Energy Unit:
http://www.dteenerg
y.com/pdfs/solarKids.
pdf
Solar Road Race
Games:
http://www.fossweb.
com/modules36/SolarEnergy/activiti
es/solarroadrace.htm l

Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

How has the use of digital tools improved opportunities for
communication and collaboration?

Digital tools allow for communication and collaboration
anytime/anyplace worldwide.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and/or
career needs assessment.

How can I transfer what I know to new technological
situations/experiences?

A tool is only as good as the person using it.

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order
to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand F: Information accessed through the use of digital tools assists in generating solutions and making decisions.
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, and Design All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand A: Technology products and systems impact every aspect of the world in which we live.
Strand B: The design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.
Strand C: Knowledge and understanding of human, cultural, and societal values are fundamental when designing technology systems
and products in the global society.

Learning Expectations
WALT

8.1.4.F.1 Select and
apply digital tools to
collect, organize, and
analyze data that
support a scientific
finding.

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Modifications/
Differentiation

3rd: Split the class into groups. Give each group 2
plants (fast growing plants like bamboo and string
beans will work the best). One to keep in the sun
and one to keep in the shade. Provide the same
amount of water to each plant. Students should
measure the plants’ heights each week and
organize their data using Excel. They should then
answer questions such as: Which plant grew
faster? Why do you think that is? Etc.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

4th: Present the following to the class: A scientific
finding is: The height of a ball when dropped will
determine how high the ball will bounce. Ask the
class to come up with an experiment to test this
finding. Students should conduct the experiment
and use a digital tool to organize and analyze their
data. (A review on how to use features of Excel
might be necessary.) Questions should be provided
to help student analyze their data such as: When did
the ball bounce the highest? Etc.

Assessments
Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Resources/Materials
Plants
Area with sunlight
Rulers
Experiment Supplies
may include: balls,
string, yard stick

8.2.4.A.1 Investigate
factors that influence the
development and
function of technology
products and systems.

3rd: Hold up a lap top computer and ask the
students to call out factors that need to be
considered when creating a lap top. If they say
materials, ask what materials are used. If they are
having trouble, ask questions such as how much do
you think it costs to buy this? How much do you
think it cost to make this? etc. until they figure out
that cost is a factor. Make a list of factors on the
board or on large poster paper. Have students
explore some factors here:

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Large poster paper
www.technologystud
ent.com
http://www.technolo
gystudent.com/PDF3
/prod_dev1.pdf
http://www.armstron

http://www.armstrong.k12.ia.us/IT%20Webpage/E
xploringTech/Interactive%20Labs/ELMDES%20H
T ML/elmdes.htm

g.k12.ia.us/IT%20W
e
bpage/ExploringTech
/Interactive%20Labs/
ELMDES%20HTML
/el
mdes.htm

4th: Have students visit technologystudent.com and
research product design. Have them complete the
worksheet found at:
http://www.technologystudent.com/PDF3/prod_d
ev1.pdf
Student can share their work with a partner or two
before the end of class.

8.2.4.A.2 Using a
digital format, compare
and contrast how a
technology product has
changed over time due to
economic, political,
and/or cultural
influences.

3rd: Have student work in groups to create
presentations on how cameras and changed over
time. They can create a timeline that includes at
least 5 different versions of a camera throughout
the years. Their timeline should include pictures as
well as details of how the camera changed.
4th: Have student work in groups to create
presentations showing how cell phones have
changed over time. The first hand held cell phone
was invented in the 1970s and was drastically
different than cell phones today. Students should
consider size, appearance, uses, costs etc. and why
these changes occurred. All of the information
should be included in the presentations.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Written and Video
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Various cameras
(if available)
Various cell phones
(if available)

8.2.4.B.1 Develop a
product using an online
simulation that
explores the design
process.
8.2.4.C.1 Explain the

3rd: Introduce the design process by having
students watch the following video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ev2sHur84sI
After the video distribute or display the design
process steps. Have the students identify the steps
of the design process in the video. Also discuss
what is done with left over materials.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information,
Written and Video
Tutorials

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,

http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Ev2sH
ur84sI
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=c_L4p
d6BeMk

impact of disposing of
materials in a responsible
way.

8.2.4.C.3 Examine
ethical considerations in
the development and
production of a product
from its inception
through production,
marketing, use,
maintenance, and
eventual disposal by
consumers.

Students can design their own surfboards online at:
http://kids.yahoo.com/games/game/Surfboard
Explain to students that they will be designing a
new lunch box for students. They should consider
the shape and appearance of the lunch box and
materials necessary to create the box. They should
also think about how the extra materials will be
disposed of.
4th: Begin class by showing the student the
following two videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=e
ndscreen&v=lKEGt9edWCs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_L4pd6BeMk
Discuss the different steps in the design process
and distribute or display the Design Process Steps
if necessary. Students can design their own roller
coasters online at:
http://kids.discovery.com/games/build-play/builda-coaster
Explain to the students that they will be using the
design process to create their own backpack. They
should consider the size, appearance, materials, and
uses of their product during the design process.
They should also consider how the
materials will be disposed of.

Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

http://www.youtube.
com/watch?NR=1&f
e
ature=endscreen&v=l
KEGt9edWCs
Design Process Steps:
http://www.thework
s.org/files/docs/EDP_
final_11x17.pdf
Surf Board:
http://kids.yahoo.co
m/games/game/Surf
board
Roller Coaster:
http://kids.discovery.
com/games/buildplay/build-a-coaster

8.2.4.C.2 Explain the
purpose of trademarks
and the impact of
trademark infringement

3rd: Introduce trademarks through the use of a
power point presentation. Review the steps of the
process at:
http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/process/index.j

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking

Exit
Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,

Trademark power
point presentation
http://www.uspto.go

on businesses.

sp
Have the student create a Venn diagram
comparing copyrights and trademarks.
4th: Have students go on a web quest to discover the
basic about trademarks. Provide the students with a
sheet of questions and some suggested websites. (
Example What is a trade mark? This question can
be answered by visiting:
http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/process/index.j
sp)

information,
Written and Video
Tutorials

Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

v/trademarks/proces
s/index.jsp
Trademark Questions
Suggested Websites

Essential Questions

Enduring Understanding

How do I choose which technological
tools to use and when it is appropriate to
use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and/or career needs assessment.

Information is spread worldwide within seconds due to technological advancements and
has an immediate impact.
Why is the evaluation and appropriate use
of accurate information more important
A system has interrelated components designed to collectively achieve a desired goal.
than ever in the technological age?
All technological activities use resources that include tools/machines, materials,
Can a system continue to operate with a
information, energy, capital, time and people.
missing or malfunctioning component?
Is it always beneficial to use the most
economical material/materials for
production of a technological product?

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.2 Technology Education, Engineering, and Design All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand B: The design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.
Strand D: Information-literacy skills, research, data analysis, and prediction provide the basis for the effective design of technology
systems.
Strand F: Technological products and systems are created through the application and appropriate use of technological resources.

Learning
Expectations
WALT

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Modifications/
Differentiation

8.2.4.B.2
Design an
alternative use
for an existing
product.

3rd: Assign each student group a product that is
popular amongst 3rd graders. It can be a toy or tool
that they are familiar with. Ask them to come up
with two alternative uses for the product and to
create a commercial to sell the product that shows
both alternative ways to use the product. They can
record their commercial and edit it using movie
software.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Movie making software

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Presentation software

4th: Have students choose their favorite product. Have
students team up to brainstorm two alternative uses
for the products chosen by each student in the group.
Then have the students work individually to create a
brochure that showcases the alternative
uses for the product.

8.2.4.B.3
Explain the
positive and
negative effect
of products and
systems on
humans, other
species, and the
environment.

3rd: Assign each group of students a technology
product. Each group must create a digital story about
the product and its effect on humans, animals, and the
environment. The story should have a beginning,
middle, and end. It should include both the positive
and negative effects of the product.
4th: Have students create a list of technology products
they use every day. Split the class into groups and
assign each group one product. The group should
research and create a presentation (PowerPoint, video,
website, prezi, etc.) on their product and the effect of
their product on people, animals, and the
environment.

Assessments

Resources/Materials

Cameras
Headphone/Microphones

Cameras
Headphone/Microphones

8.2.4.B.4
Compare and

3rd:Have students visit the following site and read
some interesting facts about cellular phones:

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs

http://www.armstrong.k12.
ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Explo

contrast how
technology
transfer happens
within a
technology,
among
technologies,
and among
other fields of
study.

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/technolog
y/cellphones.html Then have the students watch this
video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzSxcXtiV5E
Have a class discussion about how cell phones have
changed over time and the different types of
technologies that are now incorporated into cell
phones. Have each group of students research one of
the other technologies mentioned and present it to the
class.
4th: Have student explore various technologies at:
http://www.armstrong.k12.ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Exp
loringTech/Interactive%20Labs/TDW%20HTML/tdw
.h tm Have them write a paragraph detailing how the
technology transfer occurs between the various types
of technologies.

Choice
activities,
Chunking
information

Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

ringTech/Interactive%20La
bs/TDW%20HTML/tdw.ht
m
http://www.sciencekids.co.
nz/sciencefacts/technology
/cellphones.html
Video:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZzSxcXtiV5E

8.2.4.D.1
Analyze
responses
collected from
owners/users of
a particular
product and
suggest
modifications in
the design of the
product based
on their
responses.

3rd: Bring in a product from home that all of the
students can test or try out in class. Then administer a
customer satisfaction survey to collect reviews on the
item form the students. Display the results of the
survey for the class and ask the students to form
groups of 3-4. Each group should brainstorm ideas
on how to modify the product based on the survey
results. They can present their final ideas to the class.
There can be a discussion on how similar and/or
different each groups’ suggested modifications were.
4th: Split the class into groups. Have each group
choose one product the class has used during the year.
It can be a website, tool, toy, game, etc. Have the
students create a survey about the product and
administer it to the other groups. Once all of the

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

Product from Home
Survey
Materials for Presentations

students have taken the other surveys have them
compile the results of their surveys. Each group
should create a presentation that contains the results
of the survey and at least two suggestions to modify
the product so that it better meets the needs of the
students.

8.2.4.F.1
Describe how
resources are
used in a
technological
product or
system.

3rd: Have students visit:
http://www.armstrong.k12.ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Exp
loringTech/Interactive%20Labs/7%20RES%20HTML
/7 res.htm Have student investigate people,
information, and capital. Assign student a product or
system and have them research the number of people,
the information, and the capital necessary to build the
product.
4th: Have students visit:
http://www.armstrong.k12.ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Exp
loringTech/Interactive%20Labs/7%20RES%20HTML
/7 res.htm Have them investigate time, energy, tools
and machines, and materials. Assign each student a
product or system and have them research the
materials, tools/machines, time, and energy necessary
to create the product.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic
Organizer

http://www.armstrong.k12.
ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Explo
ringTech/Interactive%20La
bs/7%20RES%20HTML/7r
es
.htm

8.2.4.F.2
Explain how
resources are
processed in
order to produce
technological
products and
systems.

3rd: Have students visit:
http://www.armstrong.k12.ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Exp
loringTech/Interactive%20Labs/PRIPRO%20HTML/
pri pro.htm and investigate how raw resources are
processed. Then have them visit:
http://www.armstrong.k12.ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Exp
loringTech/Interactive%20Labs/SECPRO%20HTML/
se cpro.htm to investigate the secondary processes that
take place.

Visual and Verbal
Instructions,
Choice activities,
Chunking
information

Exit Ticket,
Thumbs
Up/Down
Survey,
Discussion,
Observation,
Checklist,
Questioning,
Graphic

http://panasonic.net/eco/e
nv_data/back_number/pdf
/resources2011e.pdf
http://www.armstrong.k12.
ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Explo
ringTech/Interactive%20La
bs/PRIPRO%20HTML/prip
ro
.htm

Organizer
4th: Have students visit:
http://panasonic.net/eco/env_data/back_number/pd
f/resources2011e.pdf
Provide students with a recording sheet that asks
specific questions about how recycled materials are
processed to be used in other products.

http://www.armstrong.k12.
ia.us/IT%20Webpage/Explo
ringTech/Interactive%20La
bs/SECPRO%20HTML/sec
pr o.htm

Grades 5-6
Essential Question(s)
In a world that is constantly changing, what skills do we need to
master?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Technology is constantly changing and requires continuous
learning of new skills.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based upon personal needs
and/or the requirements of the task.

What is the impact of technology on research and
communication?

A tool is only as good as the operator utilizing the tool; knowing
how to use the tool is paramount.

What are the benefits and limitations of using technology?

Technology is a tool that can be used for collecting, organizing,
creating, and presenting information.

2014 New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Technology
8.1 Educational Technology 8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and
synthesize information in order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand A: The use of technology and digital tools requires knowledge and appropriate use of operations and related applications.
Strand D: Technological advancements create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe, legal, and ethical behaviors.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand E: Digital media are 21st century tools used for local and global communication.

Learning
Expectations
WAL To/That…
8.1.8.D.1 Model
appropriate online
behaviors related
to cyber safety,
cyber bullying,
cyber security,
and cyber ethics

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Student
Strategies/
Modification/
Differentiation

Grade 5:
Determine how to maintain cyber
security and cyber ethics using
appropriate online behaviors

Allow
students
to
work with a
partner

Introduce cyber safety with the video
links below:
http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/island/m
ain/episode_theatre_interior_01/COMP
UTER_SECURITY/HW_NZ_COMPU
TER_SECURITY_IE.html

Chunk
information
into small
parts

http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/island/m
ain/episode_theatre_interior_01/Set_01
_episodes/HW_NZ_WEBSITE_JULY_
2009_EPISODE_THEATRE_NZ_SET
_01_EP_02.html
http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/island/m
ain/episode_theatre_interior_01/Set_01
_episodes/HW_NZ_WEBSITE_JULY_
2009_EPISODE_THEATRE_NZ_SET
_01_EP_04.html
Discuss content of videos with students.
Present scenarios to students and
discuss appropriate ways to maintain

Provide
written notes
for struggling
students
Provide
graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to
complete
assignments

Formative
Assessments

Technology Infusion/
Resources

Brainpop Graded Brainpop videos Study
Quiz
Island
Blue Ribbons on
Study Island
Do Now

http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/i
sland/main/episode_theatre_inte
rior_01/COMPUTER_SECURI
TY/HW_NZ_COMPUTER_SE
CURITY_IE.html

Oral Questioning
Homework
Class Discussion
Online cyber
safety quiz
Evaluation of
Student Work

http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/i
sland/main/episode_theatre_inte
rior_01/Set_01_episodes/HW_
NZ_WEBSITE_JULY_2009_E
PISODE_THEATRE_NZ_SET
_01_EP_02.html
http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/i
sland/main/episode_theatre_inte
rior_01/Set_01_episodes/HW_
NZ_WEBSITE_JULY_2009_E
PISODE_THEATRE_NZ_SET
_01_EP_04.html
http://mediasmarts.ca/sites/defa
ult/files/games/privacy_playgro
und/flash/privacy_playground_e
n/start.html

cyber security and appropriate online
behaviors.

http://learninglab.org/life_skills/
online_safety/watch_movie.swf

Have students play the “Privacy Pirates
Game” and the “Safety Land Game”

http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/i
sland/main/episode_theatre_inte

found at the links below:
http://mediasmarts.ca/sites/default/files/
games/privacy_pirates/flash/PrivacyPira
tes_English/main.html

rior_01/COMPUTER_SECURI
TY/HW_NZ_COMPUTER_SE
CURITY_IE.html
http://www.safekids.com/quiz/i
ndex.html

http://www.att.com/Common/images/sa
fety/game.swf

http://www.nsteens.org/

Determine the appropriate online
behaviors related to cyber safety

http://www.bpl.org/kids/learn/n
etiquette-for-kids/

Explain Internet etiquette

http://www.netsmartz.org/RealL
ifeStories/YourPhotoFate
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/
online_safety/try_movie.swf

Create a list of rules regarding Internet
etiquette
Introduce concepts related to
appropriate behaviors with regard to
cyber safety with the video links and
games below:
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/online_
safety/watch_movie.swf

http://www.readwritethink.org/f
iles/resources/interactives/comi
c/

http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/island/m
ain/episode_theatre_interior_01/COMP
UTER_SECURITY/HW_NZ_COMPU
TER_SECURITY_IE.html

http://www.networketiquette.net
/studentk12.html

http://www.makebeliefscomix.c
om/

http://www.netsmartz.org/resou
rces/activitycards

http://www.nsteens.org/
Review Netiiquette on the link below
with students; class discussion

http://www.getsafeonline.org/qu
iz/

http://www.bpl.org/kids/learn/netiquette
-for-kids/
Have students take the online safety
quiz found on the link below:
http://www.safekids.com/quiz/index.ht
ml
Create a list of rules in a word
processing document that outlines
appropriate behaviors when online with
regard to cyber safety
Introduce concept of cyber bullying
with the video clips below:
http://www.covenantworks.com/Bounc
y-A/video/Cyberbullying.htm
http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/island/m
ain/episode_theatre_interior_01/Set_02
_episodes/HW_NZ_WEBSITE_JULY_
2009_EPISODE_THEATRE_CYBERB
ULLYING_IE_01.html
Determine the appropriate online
behavior with regard to cyber bullying
Grade 6:
Determine how to maintain cyber
security and cyber ethics using
appropriate online behaviors

http://learninglab.org/life_skills/
online_safety/watch_movie.swf
http://www.hectorsworld.co.nz/i
sland/main/episode_theatre_inte
rior_01/COMPUTER_SECURI
TY/HW_NZ_COMPUTER_SE
CURITY_IE.html
http://www.safekids.com/quiz/i
ndex.html
http://www.nsteens.org/
http://www.bpl.org/kids/learn/n
etiquette-for-kids/
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealL
ifeStories/YourPhotoFate
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/
online_safety/try_movie.swf
http://www.readwritethink.org/f
iles/resources/interactives/comi
c/
http://www.makebeliefscomix.c
om/
http://www.networketiquette.net
/studentk12.html

Introduce cyber safety with the video
links below:
http://mediasmarts.ca/sites/default/files/
games/privacy_playground/flash/privac
y_playground_en/start.html
Discuss content of videos with students
Present scenarios to students and
discuss appropriate ways to maintain
cyber security and appropriate online
behaviors
Create a comic illustrating two or three
of the rules regarding Internet etiquette
Introduce concepts related to
appropriate behaviors with regard to
cyber safety with the video links and
games below:
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealLifeStori
es/YourPhotoFate
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/online_
safety/try_movie.swf
Review Netiiquette on the link below
with students; class discussion
http://www.networketiquette.net/student
k12.html
http://www.netsmartz.org/resources/acti
vitycards

http://www.netsmartz.org/resou
rces/activitycards

Have students take the online safety
quiz found on the link below:
http://www.getsafeonline.org/quiz/
Create a list of rules regarding Internet
etiquette in a word processing
document that outlines appropriate
behaviors when online with regard to
cyber safety
Create a comic illustrating two or three
of the rules from the list of rules
regarding Internet etiquette using the
following links:
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/reso
urces/interactives/comic/
http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/
Introduce concept of cyber bullying
with the video clips below:
http://www.to14.com/games/game1255516144.swf
Create a presentation that demonstrates
appropriate behavior when faced with
situations that deal with issues of cyber
safety, cyber bullying, cyber security
and cyber ethics to share with younger
students or parents

8.1.8.D.2
Summarize the
application of fair
use and Creative
Commons
guidelines

Explain the concept of copyright in
students’ own words

Work with a
partner

Class Discussion
Exit Ticket

Students watch the video link below
and review the lyrics to the “Copyright
Song” and discuss the concept of
copyright and its implications and
connections to the First Amendment
http://mediaeducationlab.com/1-whatscopyright-music-video
Grade 6:
Explain fair use policy after discussing
article
Students watch the video link below
and review the lyrics to the “Copyright
Song” and discuss the concept of
copyright and its implications and
connections to the First Amendment
http://mediaeducationlab.com/1-whatscopyright-music-video
Read and discuss the article linked
below and then have students complete
the chart at the end of the article

Provide graphic
organizer to take Do Now
notes
Class Discussion
Provide written
copy of “What’s
Copyright”
lyrics for
students
Provide extra
time to complete
assignment

http://mediaeducationlab.com/1whats-copyright-music-video

8.1.8.A.1
Create
professional
documents (e.g.
newsletter,
personalized
learning plan,
business letter or
flyer) using
advanced features
of a word
processing
program

Grade 5:
Introduce word processing program
going through each component of the
tool bar with the students
Have students practice creating a table
using the “insert table” tab to create a
table with specified columns and
margin formats
Use a word processing program to
create a document in which you alter
the style and font, insert bullets and use
spell check and the thesaurus tools of
the program
Employ a word processing program to
insert and format digital pictures
Model for students ways in which to
insert pictures into a document giving
step by step directions for students to
follow
Have students practice inserting and
formatting digital pictures into a
document that they have retrieved from
the Internet
Use the link below to assist students
when inserting digital pictures into a
document:
..\Microsoft Office Picture

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Brainpop Graded www.surveymonkey.com
Quiz
Microsoft Word
Blue Ribbons on
Google Docs
Study Island
http://library.thinkquest.org/J01
12391/civil_rights_leaders.htm
Do Now

Provide written
notes for
struggling
students

Oral Questioning http://www.infoplease.com/spot
/bhmheroes1.html
Homework
http://www.pbs.org/blackProvide graphic Class Discussion culture/explore/civil-rightsorganizers
leaders/#.UbuqpU7n_IU
Evaluation of
Provide extra
http://www.jfklibrary.org/Educa
Student Work
time to complete
tion/Students/Leaders-in-theassignments
Struggle-for-Civil-Rights.aspx
Video Tutorials
Written
Tutorials

http://www.georgiaencyclopedi
a.org/nge/Feature.jsp?id=s-51

Manager.docx
Brainstorm with students to create a
class survey on survey monkey or
another free online survey website that
students will participate in (survey
should contain only four to five
questions with three to five choices for
answer selections)
Next, have students create a “data table”
to organize data from a class survey
Introduce font and style on the tool bar
Have students click on a few of the
different styles and fonts to become
familiar with the tab on the tool bar
Next, have students alter the style and
font of the tables they have created for
the survey results
Introduce bullets on the tool bar to
students and have students click on the
down arrow to view the different types
of bullets available for use in
documents
Have students insert bullets to
summarize the survey results below the
table

Have students utilize spell check to
ensure that spelling is correct
Introduce synonym and thesaurus
options available with the word
processing program
Give students five simple words and
have them find three synonyms for each
of the words and utilize the thesaurus in
this activity
Grade 6:
Create a newsletter on a civil rights
leader using advanced features of a
word processing program
Or
Create a poster, advertisement or a book
cover related to a Civil Rights leader
utilizing the advanced features of a
word processing program
Employ a word processing program to
insert and format digital pictures into
the newsletter, poster, advertisement or
book cover
Have students select a Civil Rights
leader and then research the civil rights
leader to create a newsletter related to
the activities of said leader using a word

processing program
Newsletter must include appropriate
graphics, margins, columns, etc.
Use the link below to select the civil
rights leader:
http://library.thinkquest.org/J0112391/c
ivil_rights_leaders.htm
http://www.infoplease.com/spot/bhmher
oes1.html
http://www.pbs.org/blackculture/explore/civil-rightsleaders/#.UbuqpU7n_IU
http://www.jfklibrary.org/Education/Stu
dents/Leaders-in-the-Struggle-for-CivilRights.aspx
http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/ng
e/Feature.jsp?id=s-51

8.1.8.A.2
Plan and create a
simple database
Define fields and
input data
Produce a report
utilizing sort and
query

Grade 5:
Introduce database software
demonstrating how to define fields and
input data
Demonstrate how to produce a report
using sort and query
Create a simple database with
classmates by collecting data on sports

Chunk
assignment into
small,
manageable
parts
Provide project
tracker for
students
(graphic

Do Now

Database software

Class Discussion

http://www.infoplease.com/spot
/bhmscientists1.html

Teacher
Observation
Study Island
Evaluation of

http://inventors.about.com/od/bl
ackinventors/a/black_inventors.
htm
https://webfiles.uci.edu/mcbrow

team preferences, video game
preferences, or music preferences.
Fields (for the music preferences
example) will include the genre of
music, song titles and names of
recording artists. Sort the database by
the songs that occur most frequently on
the list. Develop a query of every song
by the recording artist of the top three
songs. Generate a report from the query
of the songs for the playlist.
Have class choose the songs to include
on the class playlist from the report.
Post results on the class website,
compare with data collected from
another homeroom at your same grade
level.
Grade 6:
Using the links below, have students
build a database of African American
Scientists, their country of origin, and
their inventions, any patents they may
hold, and the impact of their inventions
on the world we live in:
http://www.infoplease.com/spot/bhmsci
entists1.html
http://inventors.about.com/od/blackinve
ntors/a/black_inventors.htm

organizer)

Student Work

n/display/faces.html

Work with a
partner

http://www.enchantedlearning.c
om/inventors/black.shtml

Video Tutorials

http://kids.nationalgeographic.c
om/kids/photos/black-inventorsand-pioneers-of-science/

Written
Tutorials

https://webfiles.uci.edu/mcbrown/displa
y/faces.html
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/inve
ntors/black.shtml
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/
photos/black-inventors-and-pioneers-ofscience/

8.1.8.A.3
Create a
multimedia
presentation
including sound
and images

Grade 5:
Teacher will introduce various
multimedia presentation tools and
discuss ways to determine which tool is
most appropriate for different types of
tasks with specific attention to some
key elements of Multimedia projects to
keep in mind: Design, Mechanics,
Presentation, Content, References
Some important questions to consider:
• What is the purpose of this
presentation (to inform,
disseminate, to illustrate, etc.?)
• Who is my audience? What do I
know about them and how will
the presentation be interpreted?
• How do my multimedia
elements (graphics, transitions,
animation, sound, design),
enhance the content or text, not
distract from my presentation?
Students will experiment with different

Provide printed
directions for
students

Do Now

Multimedia presentation
software

Class Discussion
Garageband

Allow extra
Evaluation of
time to complete Student Work
assignments

Podcasts
iMovie

Pair students
together

Voicethread

Video Tutorials

Free Animation software

Written
Tutorials

Animoto
iPhoto slideshow
Prezi
Glogster

multimedia presentation tools creating
short presentations that include sounds
and graphics
Grade 6:
Students create animation of a Science
Process (the growing of a plant, the
rock cycle or another concept covered
in science class)
Or
Students create animation, iMovie,
iPhoto slideshow, or prezi of a fairytale
they either learned about in Language
Arts class or have researched on the
Internet
Or
Students create an online reading
recording and then self evaluate their
expressive reading skills through the
podcast they have created; other
students will also be asked to evaluate
expressive reading of students (audio
only or image enhanced podcast)

8.1.8.A.4
Generate a
spreadsheet to
calculate, graph
and present
information

Introduce spreadsheet software or
utilize Google Docs to demonstrate how
to compile data from a quick class
survey of a topic of interest to the
students

Break task down Do Now
into manageable
steps
Study Island

Provide graphic
organizer to
After model data has been compiled,
assist with
show students how to create a graph and creation process
assess which graphic representation is

Brainpop Quiz

Excel software
Google Docs
http://www.nativeweb.org/resou
rces

Spreadsheet
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/
A0934642.html

the best way in which to present
information

Work with a
partner

Evaluate the best representation of
information by creating multiple graphs
using the same information to select
best representation of data

Video Tutorials

Grade 5:
Use the Native American Database
found at the link below:
http://www.nativeweb.org/resources to
create an Excel spreadsheet with fields
of information that compare and
contrast different tribes of Native
Americans found in America
Grade 6:
Have students compare the nutritional
values (fat and calorie content) of
McDonalds, Burger King, Wendy’s,
Sonic, and White Castle(and any others
you would like to add to the list) by
creating an Excel spreadsheet with
fields of information comparing the fat
and calorie content of five different
“foods” at each of the restaurants listed
above using the links found below:
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A09346
42.html
http://fast-foodnutrition.findthebest.com/

Written
Tutorials

http://fast-foodnutrition.findthebest.com/
http://www.fastfoodnutrition.or
g/16_r-burger-king/nutritionfacts.html
http://caloriecount.about.com/fa
st-food-restaurants-mc3

http://www.fastfoodnutrition.org/16_rburger-king/nutrition-facts.html
http://caloriecount.about.com/fast-foodrestaurants-mc3

8.1.8.A.5
Select and use
appropriate tools
and digital
resources to
accomplish a
variety of tasks to
solve problems

Provide students with different websites
for them to evaluate the credibility of
the sites
Present different scenarios to student
selection of the most appropriate tool to
utilize to accomplish the task presented
Evaluate digital resources and tools to
accomplish tasks or solve problems
Grade 5:
Provide students with a list of website
to evaluate to determine whether the
sites are credible enough to accomplish
the task or solve the problem presented
(Be sure to include sites that are hoax
sites (not credible) and have students
explain their reasoning as to whether or
not the sites are credible and why or
why not using the link provided below
to assist students:
http://kathyschrock.net/abceval/5ws.pdf
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
http://www.shsu.edu/~lis_mah/docume

Complete less
evaluations

Do Now

http://kathyschrock.net/abceval/
5ws.pdf

Class Discussion
Provide list of
websites with
larger font and
less sites to
evaluate and
assess
Work with a
partner
Provide notes
for students with
visual clues as
to credibility of
resources

http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
Study Island
Evaluation of
Student Work

http://www.shsu.edu/~lis_mah/d
ocuments/TCEA/hoaxtable.html
http://library.albany.edu/usered/
webeval/au/au2.html

nts/TCEA/hoaxtable.html
Grade 6:
Using the link below, have students
peruse the document prior to evaluating
the list of resources provided for
assessment and credibility:
http://library.albany.edu/usered/webeval
/au/au2.html
Use the link below for hoax sites for
student evaluation:
http://www.shsu.edu/~lis_mah/docume
nts/TCEA/hoaxtable.html

8.1.8.D.3
Demonstrate how
information on a
controversial
issue may be
biased

Grade 5:
Evaluate information on a controversial
issue for bias
Discuss the concept of censorship with
the students and ask students if they can
think of a time when censorship would
be appropriate in the United States
using the article linked below:
http://newsblaze.com/story/201001251
2 5310j112.nb/topstory.html
http://www.infoplease.com/encyclopedi
a/society/censorship-in-unitedstates.html

Work with a
partner

Do Now
Class Discussion

Provide explicit
step-by-step
directions and
graphic
organizers for
struggling
students
Break task down
into smaller
parts

Allow fewer
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Med countries for
research
ia/Media%20Censor_ProjCensor.html

Study Island
Brainpop video
Completed Venn
diagram

http://newsblaze.com/story/201
00125125310j112.nb/topstory.
h tm
http://www.infoplease.com/enc
yclopedia/society/censorship-inunited-states.html
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.c
om/Media/Media%20Censor_Pr
ojCensor.html

Have students research censorship using
the Internet to evaluate three different
countries’ policy on censorship (Be sure
to include countries with less liberties
than the United States)
Next, have students evaluate the
information being presented by the
countries researched above with regard
to a particular issue and compare the
information presented to the
information presented by the United
States and perhaps England
Have students complete a Venn diagram
comparing information presented
Grade 6:
Evaluate information on a controversial
issue for bias
Research the uprising in Syria or
Greece (or any current event of the
time) and research the government’s
control of media/Internet during the
aftermath of a domestic or international
incident and evaluate whether or not the
information being provided by said
country’s government was biased by
reviewing the information provided by
the United States with regard to the
same incident

Provide a list of
countries for
students
Provide Venn
diagram for
students

Complete a Venn diagram comparing
and contrasting the information
presented by both countries and
evaluate whether or not there was bias
demonstrated by one or both countries
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Unit 2
Essential Question(s)
How can digital tools be used for creating original and innovative
works, ideas, and solutions?
Why is the evaluation and appropriate use of accurate information
more important than ever in the technological age?
How do I collect data? How should I select which data is
important?
How do I analyze data and apply it to improve technology?
Why do companies collect data from testing their products?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Digital tools provide opportunities for people to have new
experiences, recognize problems, design solutions, and express
their ideas.
Information is spread worldwide within seconds due to
technological advancements and has an immediate impact.
Collaboration is an essential part in industry.
Data collected from testing models is analyzed and applied.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology: All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand B: The use of technology and digital tools and media-rich resources enhances creativity and the construction of knowledge.
Strand E: Effective use of digital tools assists in gathering and managing information.
8.2. Technology, Education, Engineering, and Design: All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand E: Digital tools facilitate local and global communication and collaboration in designing products and systems.
Strand G: The designed world is the product of a design process that provides the means to convert resources into products and
systems.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills: All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand A: The ability to recognize a problem and apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills to solve the problem is a lifelong
skill that develops over time.
Strand C: Collaboration and teamwork enable individuals or groups to achieve common goals with greater efficiency.

Learning
Expectations
WAL To/That…

Activities/Instructional Procedures

8.1.8.B.1
Synthesize and
publish
information about
a local or global
issue or event on
a collaborative,
web-based service

Grade 5:
Interview local officials (Mayor Holley)
and community members, and school
board members by email about the
important issues related to an upcoming
school budget vote and “discuss”
virtually using Google Docs, wiki, or a
blog
Grade 6:
Investigate the most important and
relevant issues in an upcoming
campaign and create a virtual discussion
board in which students can “discuss”
the issues and share information and
opinions related to the campaign

8.1.8.E.1
Gather and
analyze findings
using data
collection

Grade 5:
Using the link found below:
www.weather.com, select at least four
global destinations to determine realtime weather for the locations over a

Student
Strategies/
Modification/
Differentiation
Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts
Provide written
notes for
struggling
students

Formative
Assessments

Technology
Infusion/Resources

Brainpop Graded Brainpop Videos
Quiz
Study Island
Blue Ribbons on
Wikis
Study Island
Do Now

Blogs

Oral Questioning Google Docs

Provide graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to complete
assignments
Allow students
Do Now
to work with a
partner
“Virtual” class
discussions
Chunk

Google Maps
Google Earth
Google Docs

technology to
create a possible
solution to realworld problem or
a content-related
problem

month-long period to determine which
location has weather best suited for an
upcoming field day
Use digital tools to report and discuss
your information
Grade 6:
Using the link found below:
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/se
vereweather/tornadoes.html#deadly,
analyze the data to create a possible
solution to decrease the number of
injuries and/or deaths due to tornadoes
in the United States

information into
small parts
Provide graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

www.weather.com
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/cl
imate/severeweather/tornadoes.
html#deadly

8.2.8.E.1
Work in
collaboration with
peers and experts
in the field to
develop a product
using the design
process, data
analysis and
trends, and
maintain a digital
log with
annotated
sketches to record
the development
cycle

Grade 5:
Explain the design process involved in
the production and creation of a product
using Brainpop video as preview
Brainstorm with students a product that
they use in their daily lives (sneakers,
cell phones, uniform pants, uniform
shirts, book bags, etc.)
Have the group come to consensus on
the selection of a product to research
and identify who manufactures the
product, where it is manufactured, what
materials go into the manufacture of the
product to create a list of resources

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts
Provide written
notes for
struggling
students
Provide graphic
organizers

Brainpop Graded http://www.sketchup.com/
Quiz
http://www.kidney.org/kidneydi
Blue Ribbons on sease/aboutckd.cfm
Study Island
http://www.webmd.com/a-to-zDo Now
guides/understanding-kidneydisease-basic-information
Product Sketches
and Designs
http://www.webmd.com/a-to-zguides/chronic-kidney-diseaseParticipation in
treatment-overview
Online
Community
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlin
eplus/magazine/issues/winter08/
articles/winter08pg9-10.html

required to create the product
Next, have students discuss ways in
which to improve the product (create a
list of the suggestions)
Have students work in small groups to
create an accurate representation of the
product using every-day, household
items (cardboard, paper, pipe cleaners,
etc) and then create a three-dimensional
sketch of the product using the link
below: http://www.sketchup.com/
Create a digital log using Google Docs,
a wiki, or a blog to record the
developmental cycle of the product,
including the sketches on the recording
Grade 6:
Using the links below, have students
research the needs of a person with
kidney disease and have students design
a product to assist in the management of
the disease (can be as simple as a log
recording system to track dialysis and
reactions to treatment, etc.)
http://www.kidney.org/kidneydisease/a
boutckd.cfm
http://www.webmd.com/a-to-zguides/understanding-kidney-diseasebasic-information

Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

http://www.webmd.com/a-to-zguides/chronic-kidney-diseasetreatment-overview
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/m
agazine/issues/winter08/articles/winter
0 8pg9-10.html
Have students work in small groups to
create an accurate representation of the
product using every-day, household
items (cardboard, paper, pipe cleaners,
etc) and then create a three-dimensional
sketch of the product using the link
below: http://www.sketchup.com/
Create a digital log using Google Docs,
a wiki, or a blog to record the
developmental cycle of the product,
including the sketches on the recording

8.1.8.G.1
Explain why
human-designed
systems, products,
and environments
need to be
constantly
monitored,
maintained, and
improved

Grade 5:
Identify the components of a car (e.g.,
radio, brakes, pedal, computers, electric
antennae, etc.) that draw power from its
battery and their function and the
stresses that act on them. Explain how
to monitor and maintain these systems
to preserve the car’s battery creating a
flow chart/graphic organizer using
Inspiration software. Research the life
span, maintenance needs and recycling
process for car batteries and the impact

Work with a
partner

Class Discussion

http://earth911.com/automotive/
car-batteries/

Exit Ticket
Provide graphic
organizer to take Do Now
notes

http://www.ehow.com/how_229
4705_recycle-car-battery.html
Inspiration software

Provide extra
time to complete
assignment

upon the environment of recycling or of
not recycling car batteries (unintended
consequences to the environment)
using the links below:
http://earth911.com/automotive/carbatteries/
http://www.ehow.com/how_2294705_r
ecycle-car-battery.html
Grade 6:
Identify the components of an iPhone
(or another type of cellular phone) that
draw power from the phone’s battery
(apps that draw more power and drain
the battery) and the function these
components serve in the overall
function of the phone. Explain how to
monitor and maintain the components to
preserve the phone’s battery. Research
the life span of an iPhone’s battery and
how to preserve the life of the battery to
lessen the impact upon the environment.

8.1.8.G.2
Explain the
interdependence
of a subsystem
that operates as
part of a system

Explain how systems work; explain
subsystems and their connection to the
system using the human body as an
example.
Grade 5:
Have students create a flow chart using
Inspiration software after they examine

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Brainpop Graded Inspiration software
Quiz
http://www.ehow.com/info_812
Blue Ribbons on 2332_10-major-bodyStudy Island
systems.html
Do Now

www.kidshealth.org

what happens to the human body when
one of the components of the system
fails to work using the links below:
http://www.ehow.com/info_8122332_1
0-major-body-systems.html
www.kidshealth.org
www.innerbody.com/htm/body.html
http://www.fi.edu/learn/heart/all-heartpages.html
http://www.cdc.gov/bam/body/index.ht
ml
http://www.brainpop.com/health/bodys
ystems/
Grade 6:
Using the links below, have students
examine the interdependence of the
subsystem (engine of a car) that
operates as part of the system (the
vehicle) to create a flow chart using
Inspiration software that demonstrates
what happens when one part of the
systems fails to work or does not work
to the full potential
http://www.howstuffworks.com/engine.
htm
http://jalopnik.com/ten-gifs-that-

Provide written
notes for
struggling
students
Provide graphic
organizers

Oral Questioning www.innerbody.com/htm/body.
html
Homework
http://www.fi.edu/learn/heart/all
-heart-pages.html
Quiz
Class Discussion

http://www.cdc.gov/bam/body/i
ndex.html

Provide extra
Flow chart –
time to complete Rubric Evaluated http://www.brainpop.com/healt
assignments
h/bodysystems/
http://www.howstuffworks.com
/engine.htm
http://jalopnik.com/ten-gifsthat-explain-how-a-car-works495996770
http://www.howacarworks.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/E
ngineeringExplained
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=FfTX88Sv4I8

explain-how-a-car-works-495996770
http://www.howacarworks.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/Engineeri
ngExplained
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfT
X88Sv4I8
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Essential Question(s)
How has the use of digital tools improved opportunities for
communication and collaboration?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Digital tools allow for communication and collaboration
anytime/anyplace worldwide.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and/or career
needs assessment.

How can I transfer what I know to new technological
situations/experiences?

A tool is only as good as the person using it.

Can we control the pace at which technology is created? Should
we, even if we can?

Technology evolves at an ever-accelerating pace based on the
needs/wants of society and is influenced by cultural, political, and
environmental values and constraints.

Can a system continue to operate with a missing or
malfunctioning component?

A system has interrelated components designed to collectively
achieve a desired goal.

Is it always beneficial to use the most economical
material/materials for production of a technological product?

All technological activities use resources that include
tools/machines, materials, information, energy, capital, time, and
people.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology: All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand C: Digital tools and environments support the learning process and foster collaboration in solving local or global issues and
problems.
Strand F: Information accessed through the use of digital tools assists in generating solutions and making decisions.
8.2. Technology, Education, Engineering, and Design: All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand A: Technology products and systems impact every aspect of the world in which we live.
Strand C: Knowledge and understanding of human, cultural, and societal values are fundamental when designing technology
systems and product in the global society.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills: All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand D: Communication with people from different cultural backgrounds is enhanced by the understanding of different cultural
perspectives.
Strand E: There are ethical and unethical uses of communication and media.

Learning
Expectations
WAL To/That…

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Student
Strategies/
Modification/
Differentiation

Formative
Assessments

Technology
Infusion/Resources

8.1.8.C.1
Participate in an
online learning
community with
learners from
other countries to
understand their
perspectives on a
global problem or
issue, and propose
possible solutions

Grades 5 and 6:
Utilize online learning communities to
participate with students in other
countries to discuss individual
perspectives on a global problem or
issue and to propose possible solutions
to the issue or problem

Allow students
to work with a
partner

Do Now

Chunk
information into
small parts

“Virtual”
Discussions

Provide graphic
organizers

Grade 5:
Using the links below, have students
select a global problem and discuss the
Provide extra
issue or problem utilizing an online
learning community to seek perspectives time to complete
assignments
of students from other countries with
regard to the issue or problem
http://environment.nationalgeographic.c
om/environment/habitats/sustainableagriculture/
http://www.globalissues.org/article/26/p
overty-facts-and-stats
http://www.globalissues.org/issue/2/cau
ses-of-poverty
Grade 6:
Using the links below, have students
select a global issue and discuss the
issue utilizing an online learning
community to attain outside
perspectives of other students in
different countries with regard to the
global issue selected

http://environment.nationalgeo
graphic.com/environment/habit
Oral Questioning ats/sustainable-agriculture/
http://www.globalissues.org/art
icle/26/poverty-facts-and-stats
http://www.globalissues.org/iss
ue/2/causes-of-poverty
http://www.globalissues.org/iss
ue/178/climate-change-andglobal-warming
http://www.globalissues.org/iss
ue/168/environmental-issues
http://www.globalissues.org/art
icle/165/racism
http://www.hrw.org/

http://www.globalissues.org/issue/178/cl
imate-change-and-global-warming
http://www.globalissues.org/issue/168/e
nvironmental-issues
http://www.globalissues.org/article/165/
racism

8.1.8.F.1
Use an electronic
authoring tool in
collaboration with
learners from
other countries to
evaluate and
summarize the
perspectives of
other cultures
about a current

Grades 5 and 6:
Evaluate and summarize the
perspectives of other cultures about a
current event or contemporary figure by
using an electronic authoring tool to
collaborate with students in other
countries

Allow students
to work with a
partner

Use the links below to locate
participants from other countries:
http://www,ckassblogmeister.com

Provide written
notes for
struggling

Chunk
information into
small parts

Do Now

Internet

“Virtual
Discussions”

Voicethread
Podcast

Podcast,
Google Docs
Voicethread,
Google Slide
Presentation

Use the links below to locate
participants from other
countries:

event or
contemporary
figure

http://epals.com

students

http://kidsblog.com

Provide graphic
organizers

Grade 5:

Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

Have students use an electronic
authoring tool to collaborate with
students from other countries discussing
and determining their perspectives on a
contemporary figure (sports figure,
music icon, actor, political leader, etc.)
and then compare and contrast their
perspectives with your own perspective
in a podcast, Voicethread, or Google
Slides presentation to share with your
classmates.
Grade 6:
Have students use an electronic
authoring tool to collaborate with
students from other countries discussing
and determining their perspectives on a
current event and then compare and
contrast their perspectives with your
own perspective in a podcast,
Voicethread, or Google Slides
presentation to share with your
classmates.

Student
Responses

http://www,ckassblogmeister.c
om
http://epals.com
http://kidsblog.com

8.2.8.A.1
Explain the
impact of
globalization on

Have students explain what
globalization is; elicit responses from
students; clarify responses to solidify
definition of globalization for students

Work with a
partner

Do Now
Class Discussion

Provide graphic

Use the links below to locate
participants from other
countries or other parts of the
United States:

the development
of a technological
system over time

Grade 5:
Have students research the production
of the sneakers or jacket they are
wearing or the cell phone they have to
answer the questions below:
What do we know about each of the
countries/regions where these objects
were made?
For those not made in the United States,
why do you think these objects were
made overseas?
Who profits from these objects being
made in another country but sold here?
Who suffers or is exploited?
Why do you think our economy is set up
in this way?
Have students post and discuss their
findings on an online discussion board
seeking input and comments from
students in other countries or other parts
of the United States
Grade 6:
Have students research the production
of Northface ™ products or
Timberline™ boots to determine the

organizer to take
notes

Provide extended
time to complete
assignment

“Virtual
Discussion” on
Collaborative
Online Tool

http://www,ckassblogmeister.c
om
http://epals.com
http://kidsblog.com

impact globalization has upon the
products they selected and how the
impact has changed over time
8.2.8. C.1
Grade 5:
Explain the need
Introduce the concept of patents using
for patents and the the Brainpop video clip for patents
process of
registering one
Brainstorm with students why
something would need to be patented

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Research the process for registering for
a patent
Create a flowchart using Inspiration to
show the steps in the patenting process
Grade 6:
Review the concept of patenting with
students and elicit responses as to how
patents protect inventors
Have students research inventions that
have been patented that are in use in
their daily life today
Have students create a Podcast or a
Voicethread about the product they
researched and how patenting the
product protected the inventor

Provide extra
time to complete
assignments
Student Choice

Brainpop Graded www.brainpop.com
Quiz
Inspiration
Do Now
Voicethread
Oral Questioning
Podcast
Class Discussion

8.2.8.C.2
Compare and
contrast current
and past
incidences of
ethical and
unethical use of
labor in the
United States or
another country
and present
results in a mediarich presentation.

Grade 5:
Using the links below, have students
research United Farm Workers history
and the history of Child Labor Laws in
the United States to determine the
ethical and unethical use of labor
http://www.ufw.org/_page.php?menu=r
esearch&inc=history/03.html
http://legaldictionary.thefreedictionary.com/United
+Farm+Workers+of+America
http://www.pbs.org/itvs/fightfields/cesar
chavez1.html
http://www.continuetolearn.uiowa.edu/l
aborctr/child_labor/about/us_history.ht
ml
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/artic
le/history-child-labor
Grade 6:
Have students discuss and define ethical
and unethical use of labor
Using the links below, have students
research child labor laws in the United
States, China and India to complete a
Venn diagram comparing and
contrasting the laws in both countries
https://www.continuetolearn.uiowa.edu/

Work with a
partner
Provide graphic
organizer for
research
Provide extra
time to complete
assignment
Require fewer
facts in the
presentation and
on the Venn
diagram

Class discussion

https://www.continuetolearn.ui
owa.edu/laborctr/child_labor/a
bout/us_laws.html

Completed Venn
Diagram

http://www.dol.gov/dol/topic/y
outhlabor/agerequirements.htm

Media-rich
Presentation

http://www.clb.org.hk/en/conte
nt/child-labour-china-causesand-solutions

Do Now

http://library.thinkquest.org/03
oct/01908/800/chinarussia.htm
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.
tp.edu.tw/modern-dayslavery/child-labor/child-laborin-china
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.
tp.edu.tw/modern-dayslavery/child-labor/childlabors-in-india
http://www.ufw.org/_page.php
?menu=research&inc=history/
03.html
http://legaldictionary.thefreedictionary.co
m/United+Farm+Workers+of+
America

laborctr/child_labor/about/us_laws.html
http://www.dol.gov/dol/topic/youthlabor
/agerequirements.htm

http://www.pbs.org/itvs/fightfi
elds/cesarchavez1.html

http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/childlabour-china-causes-and-solutions

http://www.continuetolearn.uio
wa.edu/laborctr/child_labor/ab
out/us_history.html

http://library.thinkquest.org/03oct/01908
/800/chinarussia.htm

http://www.scholastic.com/teac
hers/article/history-child-labor

https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.tp.edu.tw
/modern-day-slavery/child-labor/childlabor-in-china
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.tp.edu.tw
/modern-day-slavery/child-labor/childlabors-in-india
Have students create a media-rich
presentation to bring to light the issue of
child labor today
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Essential Question(s)
How does technology extend human capabilities?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Technological outcomes have potential for anticipated and
unanticipated positive and negative results.

What are the positive and negative consequences of technology?
The design process is fundamental to technology and engineering.
Should technologies that produce negative impact be used?
When are the most sophisticated tools required, and when are the
simplest tools best?
New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.2. Technology, Education, Engineering, and Design: All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand B: The design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.
Strand D: Information-literacy skills, research, data analysis, and prediction provide the basis for the effective design of technology
systems.
Strand F: Technological products and systems are created through the application and appropriate use of technological resources.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills: All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand B: Gathering and evaluating knowledge and information from a variety of sources, including global perspectives, fosters
creativity and innovative thinking.
Strand C: Collaboration and teamwork enable individuals or groups to achieve common goals with greater efficiency.

Learning
Expectations
WAL To/That…

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Student
Formative
Strategies/
Assessments
Modification/
Differentiation

Technology
Infusion/Resources

8.2.8.B.1
Design and create
a product that
addresses a realworld problem
using the design
process and
working with
specific criteria
and constraints.
8.2.8.B.2
Identify the
design constraints
and trade-offs
involved in
designing a
prototype (e.g.,
how the prototype
might fail and
how it might be
improved) by
completing a
design problem
and reporting
results in a
multimedia
presentation.

Grade 5:
Introduce the design process through
the Brainpop video clip and the links
below:
http://pbskids.org/designsquad/video/ba
lloon-car/

Chunk
Information into
Small Parts

Do Now

Provide Graphic
Organizers

Brainpop Graded http://pbskids.org/designsquad/p
df/parentseducators/DS_NASA
Quiz (Design
_08FeelHeat_CS.pdf
Process)

http://www.discoverdesign.org/design/i
nstructions/redesign-your-classroom

Provide Extra
Time to
Complete
Assignments

http://pbskids.org/designsquad/video/?g
uid=8363ff20-a2ac-4e12-97d253db83398e09
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PJ
TlzY0Aak
Have students work in small groups or
pairs to design a label for sunscreen.
Have the students design the label with
specific constraints (cannot be more
than 6 inches tall and 3 inches wide and
must use at least three different colors
on the label)
Students will create different designs
within the group and evaluate which
design best meets the needs of the
product prototype
Students will report their results on an
online discussion board

Brainpop Video

Oral Questioning Drawing Software

Evaluation of
Student Work

http://pbskids.org/designsquad/v
ideo/balloon-car/
http://pbskids.org/designsquad/v
ideo/?guid=8363ff20-a2ac4e12-97d2-53db83398e09
http://www.eie.org/content/mak
ing-work-easier-lesson-2-0
(ideas for teachers and videos
teachers can watch themselves
to assist in the process)
http://wwwtc.pbskids.org/designsquad/pdf/
parentseducators/DS_Invent_De
signProcess_Poster_ENG.pdf
(design process poster)
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=6PJTlzY0Aak

Grade 6: Review the design process
with students
Students will work collaboratively in
small groups or pairs to create a sketch
of a better lunch box to keep ice pops
cold and frozen until lunchtime.
Students will have to work within the
constraints provided by the teacher
(cannot be more than 8 inches by 6
inches and must utilize common
household products in the design)
Students will create multiple designs
within the group and evaluate which
design best meets the needs of the
product prototype and report their
results on the online discussion board

8.2.8.B.3
Solve a sciencebased design
challenge and
build a prototype
using science and
math principles
throughout the
design process

Grade 5:
Using the links found below, students
will research natural disasters occurring
in the United States and/or other areas
of the world and work in small groups
to design a prototype to assist in the
extinguishing of wild fires or pollution
of rivers and streams due to mud slides
and/or flooding
http://www.neok12.com/php/watch.php
?v=zX4b09755003584b5759007f&t=N
atural-Disasters

Provide
Extended Time
to Complete
Assignment
Chunk
Information into
Smaller Parts
Break Down
Task into
Manageable
Parts

Do Now
“Virtual” Class
Discussion
Multi-media
Presentations

http://www.neok12.com/php/wa
tch.php?v=zX4b09755003584b
5759007f&t=Natural-Disasters
http://www.neok12.com/php/wa
tch.php?v=zX1f6a010d737a497
07a4e6b&t=Natural-Disasters
http://www.neok12.com/php/wa
tch.php?v=zX53677b4056657c
51006d02&t=Natural-Disasters
http://environment.nationalgeog

http://www.neok12.com/php/watch.php
?v=zX1f6a010d737a49707a4e6b&t=Na
tural-Disasters
http://www.neok12.com/php/watch.php
?v=zX53677b4056657c51006d02&t=N
atural-Disasters
http://environment.nationalgeographic.c
om/environment/naturaldisasters/floods-profile
http://environment.nationalgeographic.c
om/environment/naturaldisasters/hurricane-profile/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.c
om/environment/naturaldisasters/wildfires/
Students will present their design
prototypes to the class in a media-rich
presentation format
Grade 6:
Have students use the links above to
create a prototype of ways to keep pets
safe during evacuations due to
hurricanes, tornadoes, or flooding or
other natural disasters

Student Choice

raphic.com/environment/natural
-disasters/floods-profile
http://environment.nationalgeog
raphic.com/environment/natural
-disasters/hurricane-profile/
http://environment.nationalgeog
raphic.com/environment/natural
-disasters/wildfires/
Multi-media Presentation
Software

8.2.8.D.1
Evaluate the role
of ethics and bias

Grade 5:
Explain what ethics and bias is through
the class discussion

Allow Students
to Work with a
Partner

Do Now
Class Discussion

http://www.nationmaster.com/g
raph/ene_oil_imp_net-energyoil-imports-net

on trend analysis
and prediction in
the development
of a product that
impacts the
United States
and/or other
countries

Discuss the role ethics play in the
development of products and the role
bias may play in the production of a
product
Brainstorm with students a product they
think bias may have played a role in the
development of the product
Examine products and evaluate whether
or not ethics and bias played a role in
the products’ development

Provide Printed
Notes for
Students
Chunk
Information into
Small Parts

Provide Extra
Time to
Complete
Assignments

Grade 6:
Have students view the link found
Break Task
below for importation of oil and have
Down into
students discuss bias that may arise
Smaller Parts
when discussing products and services
related to oil use in America based upon
the data
Have students compare the bias that
may exist in America to Greece or
Panama that import far less oil per day
than the United States
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/en
e_oil_imp_net-energy-oil-imports-net
Have students create a brief
presentation on their findings using a
multi-media presentation tool of their
choice

Multimedia
Presentations

Multimedia Presentation
Software

8.2.8.F.1
Explain the
impact of
resource selection
and processing in
the development
of a common
technological
product or system

Grade 5:
Using the link below, have students
develop a product to remove rust and
iron stains using natural resources
http://www.howstuffworks.com/howto-remove-iron-and-rust-stains.htm

Work in small
groups

Create a multimedia presentation that
explains the impact of using the natural
resource in removing rust or iron stains

Break down task
into smaller,
more
manageable
parts

Grade 6:
Using the link below, have students
develop a product to remove grease
stains from different types of materials
using natural resources
http://home.howstuffworks.com/howto-remove-cooking-grease-and-autogrease-stains1.htm
Create a multimedia presentation that
explains the impact of using the natural
resource in removing grease stains from
different types of materials

Provide extra
time to complete
assignment

Provide graphic
organizer

Do Now
Class discussion

http://www.howstuffworks.com
/how-to-remove-iron-and-ruststains.htm
http://home.howstuffworks.com
/how-to-remove-cookinggrease-and-auto-greasestains1.htm

8.2.8.F.2
Explain how the
resources and
processes used in
the production of
a current
technological
product can be

Grade 5:
Using the links found below, students
select a product (the incandescent light
bulb, plastic water bottles) and
document the evolution of the product
using www.Timetoast.com explaining
the positive and negative impacts upon
the environment

Work with a
partner

Do Now

http://inventors.about.com/librar
y/inventors/bllight2.htm

Class Discussion
Provide graphic
organizer for
research
Provide extra

Completed Venn
Diagram
Media-rich

http://www.drop-thehammer.com/?p=4
http://g7power.com/blog/ledbulbs/led-bulb-timeline/

modified to have
a more positive
impact on the
environment

http://inventors.about.com/library/inven
tors/bllight2.htm

time to complete Presentation
assignment

http://www.drop-the-hammer.com/?p=4

Student Choice

http://g7power.com/blog/led-bulbs/ledbulb-timeline/
http://www.timetoast.com/timelines/the
-history-of-the-lightbulb
Grade 6:
Using the links below, have students
explain the positive and negative
impacts of plastic water bottles and the
impact they have had on the
environment
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/
stories/spacescience/water-bottlepollution/

Video Tutorials
Written
Tutorials

http://www.timetoast.com/timel
ines/the-history-of-the-lightbulb
http://kids.nationalgeographic.c
om/kids/stories/spacescience/wa
ter-bottle-pollution/
http://www.fastcoexist.com/168
2236/why-use-a-plastic-waterbottle-when-you-could-drinkfrom-something-much-moreclassy
http://1800recycling.com/2011/
03/history-plastic-bottlesrecycle/#.UdCAUE7n_IU

http://www.fastcoexist.com/1682236/w
hy-use-a-plastic-water-bottle-whenyou-could-drink-from-something-muchmore-classy
http://1800recycling.com/2011/03/histor
y-plastic-bottlesrecycle/#.UdCAUE7n_IU
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Grades 7-8
Essential Question(s)
In a world that is constantly changing, what skills do we need to
master?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Technology is constantly changing and requires continuous
learning of new skills.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based upon personal needs
and/or the requirements of the task.

What is the impact of technology on research and
communication?

A tool is only as good as the operator utilizing the tool; knowing
how to use the tool is paramount.

What are the benefits and limitations of using technology?

Technology is a tool that can be used for collecting, organizing,
creating, and presenting information.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology 8.1 Educational Technology All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and
synthesize information in order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand A: The use of technology and digital tools requires knowledge and appropriate use of operations and related applications.
Strand D: Technological advancements create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe, legal, and ethical behaviors.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand E: Digital media are 21st-century tools used for local and global communication.

Learning
Expectations

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Student
Strategies/

Formative
Assessments

Technology
Infusion/Resources

8.1.8.D.1
Model appropriate
online behaviors
related to cyber
safety, cyber
bullying, cyber
security, and
cyber ethics

Grade 7:
Determine how to maintain cyber
security and cyber ethics using
appropriate online behaviors
Review cyber safety with the video
links below:
http://media.commonsensemedia.org/ga
mes/top-secret.swf

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Provide written
notes for
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/cyberbu struggling
students
llying/apply_movie.swf
Discuss content of videos with students
Present scenarios to students and
discuss appropriate ways to maintain
cyber security and appropriate online
behaviors
Have students review the content found
at the links below:
http://www.to14.com/games/game1255516144.swf
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealLifeStori
es/YourPhotoFate
Determine the appropriate online
behaviors related to cyber safety

Provide graphic
organizers

Brainpop Graded Brainpop videos
Quiz
Study Island
http://media.commonsensemedi
Blue Ribbons on a.org/games/top-secret.swf
Study Island
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/
Do Now
cyberbullying/apply_movie.swf
Oral Questioning http://www.to14.com/games/ga
me-1255516144.swf
Homework
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealL
ifeStories/YourPhotoFate
Quiz
Class Discussion

Provide extra
Student Graded
time to complete Assignment
assignments
Student Choice
Video Tutorials
Written
Tutorials

https://www.wiredsafety.org/fla
shandvideo/SSK-IDtheft.swf
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/
online_safety/apply_movie.swf
https://www.wiredsafety.org/fla
shandvideo/YNKInmate(G).swf
http://www.readwritethink.org/f
iles/resources/interactives/comi
c/
http://www.makebeliefscomix.c
om/

Explain Internet etiquette
Create a list of rules regarding Internet
etiquette
Create a Prezi illustrating two or three
of the rules regarding Internet etiquette
Create a brochure for younger students
illustrating appropriate use of the
Internet and ways to stay safe when
utilizing the Internet
Review concepts related to appropriate
behaviors with regard to cyber safety
with the video links and games below:
http://www.covenantworks.com/Bounc
y-A/video/JuliesJourney.htm
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealLifeStori
es/BrokenFriendship
http://www.onguardonline.gov/sites/def
ault/files/games/healthquiz_loader.swf
Review Netiiquette on the link below
with students; class discussion
Have students take the online safety
quiz found on the link below:
http://www.safekids.com/quiz/index.ht
ml

http://www.getsafeonline.org/qu
iz/
http://www.covenantworks.com
/BouncyA/video/ThinkBefore.htm
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealL
ifeStories/CantTakeItBack

Create a list of rules regarding Internet
etiquette in a word processing
document that outlines appropriate
behaviors when online with regard to
cyber safety
Determine the appropriate online
behavior with regard to cyber bullying
Create a presentation that depicts
appropriate behavior in dealing with
issues of cyber bullying and cyber
safety
Review concept of cyber bullying with
the video clips below:
http://www.covenantworks.com/Bounc
y-A/video/ThinkBefore.htm
Grade 8:
Review cyber safety with the video
links below:
https://www.wiredsafety.org/flashandvi
deo/SSK-IDtheft.swf
http://learninglab.org/life_skills/online_
safety/apply_movie.swf
https://www.wiredsafety.org/flashandvi
deo/YNK-Inmate(G).swf
Discuss content of videos with students

Present scenarios to students and
discuss appropriate ways to maintain
cyber security and appropriate online
behaviors
Determine the appropriate online
behaviors related to cyber safety
Explain Internet etiquette
Create a list of rules regarding Internet
etiquette
Create a Prezi illustrating two or three
of the rules regarding Internet etiquette
Create a brochure for younger students
illustrating appropriate use of the
Internet and ways to stay safe when
utilizing the Internet
Create a cyber safety brochure for
younger students to explain the
importance of cyber safety and ways to
be safe when using the Internet
Determine the appropriate online
behavior with regard to cyber bullying
Create a presentation that depicts
appropriate behavior in dealing with
issues of cyber bullying and cyber
safety

Review concept of cyber bullying with
the video clips below:
http://www.netsmartz.org/RealLifeStori
es/CantTakeItBack
Create a presentation that demonstrates
appropriate behavior when faced with
situations that deal with issues of cyber
safety, cyber bullying, cyber security
and cyber ethics to share with younger
students or parents

8.1.8.D.2
Summarize the
application of fair
use and Creative
Commons
guidelines

Review concept of copyright with
students through class discussion

One-on-one
instruction

Class Discussion
Exit Ticket

Explain the concept of copyright in
students’ own words
Explain fair use policy after discussing
article

Small group
instruction

Do Now

Provide extra
Student-created
time to complete Works Cited
assignment
Pages
Model appropriate citations of resources
Student Graded
in MLA format using Internet tools
Assignments
Explain fair use of resources with
students
Introduce www.citationmachine.net as a
tool students can utilize to cite
resources in MLA format
Explain importance of correct citations

www.citationmachine.net

and citing of all resources to ensure
compliance with fair use policy
Have students practice creation of
Works Cited pages with different types
of resources

8.1.8.A.1
Create
professional
documents (e.g.
newsletter,
personalized
learning plan,
business letter or
flyer) using
advanced features
of a word
processing
program

Utilize a word processing program to
create a document with specific
columns, and margin formats

Allow students
to work with a
partner

Use a word processing program to
create a document in which you alter
the style and font , insert bullets and use
spell check and the thesaurus tools of
the program

Chunk
information into
small parts

Create a newsletter using advanced
features of a word processing program
Or

Brainpop Graded Microsoft Word
Quiz
Google Docs
http://www.ratical.org/coBlue Ribbons on globalize/BillOfRights.html
Study Island
Do Now

Provide written
notes for
struggling
students

http://www.law.cornell.edu/con
Oral Questioning stitution/billofrights

Provide graphic
organizers

Quiz

Homework

Create a poster, advertisement or a book
Class Discussion
utilizing the advanced features of a
Provide extra
word processing program
time to complete Student Graded
assignments
Assignment
Employ a word processing program to
insert and format digital pictures into
Student Choice
the newsletter, poster, advertisement or
book cover
Video Tutorials
Grade 7:
Have students select an amendment to

http://www.ushistory.org/docu
ments/amendments.htm

Written
Tutorials

http://www2.lhric.org/pocantico
/civilwar/leaders.htm
http://www.uscivilwar.com/leaders.htm
http://militaryhistory.about.com
/od/americancivilwar/a/civilwar
people.htm
http://www.nps.gov/hps/abpp/b
attles/bystate.htm
http://www.sonofthesouth.net/le
efoundation/civil-war-

the Constitution (using links below) and
create explaining the reasoning for the
amendment and what the amendment
changes with regard to citizens’ rights
using a word processing program
Newsletter must include appropriate
graphics, margins, columns, etc.
http://www.ratical.org/coglobalize/BillOfRights.html
http://www.ushistory.org/documents/am
endments.htm
http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution
/billofrights
Grade 8:
Have students select a Civil War battle,
general or topic related to the Civil War
and then research the topic to create a
newsletter related to the activities of
said leader, battle or topic using a word
processing program
Newsletter must include appropriate
graphics, margins, columns, etc.
http://www2.lhric.org/pocantico/civilwa
r/leaders.htm
http://www.us-civilwar.com/leaders.htm
http://militaryhistory.about.com/od/ame
ricancivilwar/a/civilwarpeople.htm

battles.htm
http://www.civilwar.org/battlefi
elds/

http://www.nps.gov/hps/abpp/battles/by
state.htm
http://www.sonofthesouth.net/leefound
a tion/civil-war-battles.htm

8.1.8.A.2
Plan and create a
simple database
Define fields and
input data
Produce a report
utilizing sort and
query

http://www.civilwar.org/battlefields/
Grades 7 :
Utilize the link below to create a simple
database with defined fields and input
data into the database ranking the 21
counties of New Jersey by their
increased cancer risk with specific data:
http://scorecard.goodguide.com/envreleases/hap/rankcounties.tcl?fips_state_code=34&how_
many=100

Chunk
assignment into
small,
manageable
parts

Do Now

Provide project
tracker for
students
(graphic
organizer)

Study Island

Sort and analyze data accordingly
Grade 8: Use the link below to create a
simple data base with defined fields and
input data into the database ranking the
50 states by their increased cancer risk
with specific data:
http://scorecard.goodguide.com/envreleases/hap/rank-states.tcl
Sort and analyze data accordingly

Work with a
partner
Video Tutorials
Written
Tutorials

Class Discussion
Teacher
observation

Student Graded
Assignment

Database software
http://scorecard.goodguide.com/
env-releases/hap/rankcounties.tcl?fips_state_code=34
&how_many=100
http://scorecard.goodguide.com/
env-releases/hap/rank-states.tcl

8.1.8.A.3
Utilize
multimedia
presentation

Grades 7 and 8:
Teacher will review various multimedia
presentation tools and discuss ways to
determine which tool is most

Provide printed
directions for
students

Do Now

Multimedia presentation
software

Class Discussion
Garageband

software to create
presentations

appropriate for different types of tasks
with specific attention to some key
elements of Multimedia projects to keep
in mind: Design, Mechanics,
Presentation, Content, References
Some important questions to consider:
• What is the purpose of this
presentation (to inform,
disseminate, to illustrate, etc.?)
• Who is my audience? What do I
know about them and how will
the presentation be interpreted?
• How do my multimedia
elements (graphics, transitions,
animation, sound, design),
enhance the content or text, not
distract from my presentation?
Students will experiment with different
multimedia presentation tools creating
short presentations that include sounds
and graphics
Grade 7:
Students create animation of the
different types of chemical bonding
(Covalent, Ionic, Polar Covalent, and
Metallic)
Or
Students create animation, iMovie,
iPhoto slideshow, or prezi of safe

Allow extra
Classwork
time to complete
assignments
Student Graded
Assignment
Pair students
together

Podcasts
iMovie
Voicethread

Video Tutorials

Free Animation software

Written
Tutorials

Animoto
iMovie

Student Choice
iPhoto slideshow
Prezi
Glogster

science lab procedures
Or
Students create a podcast (audio only or
image enhanced) explaining the
different states of matter and the
arrangement of molecules in the
different states of matter
Grade 8:
Students create animation of the
different parts of plants and animal cells
and the function of each part
Or
Students create a podcast (audio or
image enhanced) explaining the
function and relationship of different
parts of an organ system
Or
Students create animation, iMovie,
iPhoto slideshow, or Prezi of safe
science lab procedures

8.1.8.A.4
Generate a
spreadsheet to
calculate, graph
and present
information

Introduce spreadsheet software or
utilize Google Docs to demonstrate how
to compile data from a quick class
survey of a topic of interest to the
students

Break task down Do Now
into manageable
steps
Study Island

Provide graphic
organizer to
After model data has been compiled,
assist with
show students how to create a graph and creation process
assess which graphic representation is

Brainpop Quiz
Spreadsheet
Student Graded

Excel software
Google Docs
http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,
1607,7-15354463_19268_20778-52530-,00.html

the best way in which to present
information

Work with a
partner

Evaluate the best representation of
information by creating multiple graphs
using the same information to select
best representation of data

Video Tutorials

Grade 7:
Use these websites on The Great
Depression, scroll to the bottom of web
page to find a job and the salary
associated with your job during that
time period for you to include on your
spreadsheet:
http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,1607,7
-153-54463_19268_20778-52530-,00.html
http://www.rolfealumni.com/gravlund/t
he_great_depression.htm.
http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/20sfo
od.html
http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/1930
s.html
Create a spreadsheet with the items, the
cost during the depression and the cost
now for the same items
Include the following items: Start by
listing 4 BASIC NEEDS items that

Written
Tutorials

Assignment

http://www.rolfealumni.com/gra
vlund/the_great_depression.htm
.
http://www.thepeoplehistory.co
m/20sfood.html
http://www.thepeoplehistory.co
m/1930s.html
Web Sites and Online
Resources linked on Teacher’s
web page
Teacher and Student Examples
on Display
Internet Access and Search
Engines

everyone needs (bread, milk, butter) in
column A
Next include everyday 3 items that
people use (clothing, coats, shoes)
Next include everyday three household
items (lamps, table, stove, sewing
machine)
Find two more items – anything that
you would like to have (toys, clothing,
bikes)
Next, use the Internet to locate the
information needed to fill in the prices.
Use Google and find the current and past
price (1920’s) of each item.
After you are done with your research,
add cell formatting (bordering and
shading) to enhance the overall project,
Use the sorting feature to arrange your
items into alphabetical order.
Total up the costs of both the current
and past prices. (Sum of each column)
Create a small graph that compares
items’ costs now and then
Answer these questions in a Word

document in complete sentences based
on the information from your
spreadsheet and graph.
a. What item did you want to buy but
couldn’t afford?
b. What were the most expensive and
least expensive items then and now?
c. What percentage of your salary
(1920’s) was spent on basic items?
Grade 8:
Create a several worksheet spreadsheet
which includes data and a graph on
separate worksheets.
• Use text formatting, column widths,
borders, and paint can.
• Research information to include
data fields for spreadsheet.
• Sort information by alphabetical
order and then by numerical order.
• Put list on order of preference.

8.1.8.A.5
Evaluate digital
resources and
tools to
accomplish tasks
or solve problems

Grade 7:
Provide students with different websites
for them to evaluate the credibility of
the sites
Present different scenarios to students
and have the students select the most
appropriate tool to utilize to accomplish
the task presented explaining why their
selection of resources is the most
appropriate

Complete less
evaluations

Do Now

http://kathyschrock.net/abceval/
5ws.pdf

Class Discussion
Provide list of
websites with
larger font and
less sites to
evaluate and
assess
Work with a
partner

http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
Study Island
Evaluation of
student work

http://www.shsu.edu/~lis_mah/d
ocuments/TCEA/hoaxtable.html
http://library.albany.edu/usered/
webeval/au/au2.html

http://kathyschrock.net/abceval/5ws.pdf
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
http://www.shsu.edu/~lis_mah/docume
nts/TCEA/hoaxtable.html

Provide notes
for students with
visual clues as
to credibility of
resources

http://library.albany.edu/usered/webeval Video Tutorials
/au/au2.html
Written
Tutorials
Using Google Docs, have students
generate a class list of reliable resources
and then have students examine the list
for commonalities in the URL
addresses such as .org and .edu without
suggesting that to students
Grade 8:
Working in pairs or small groups, have
students research a specific topic
related to a novel being read in
Language Arts or a concept being
studied in Social Studies and utilize at
least 6 to 8 credible resources that
students selected, defending why their
choices are credible resources based
upon criteria the students developed to
evaluate the websites.
Using Google Docs, have students
create a list of the credible resources
they have researched in table format so
that others can also utilize the resources

8.1.8.D.3
Demonstrate how
information on a
controversial
issue may be
biased

in their research
Evaluate information on a controversial
issue or figure for bias
Grade 7:
Students will create a flow chart or a
graphic organizer using Inspiration
software showing the pros and cons of a
controversial current event using
multiple resources to show how the
information may be biased based upon
the resources used

Work with a
partner
Provide step by
step instructions
with regard to
creating a flow
chart
Provide step by
step directions
on the use of
Inspiration
software

Do Now

Study Island

Class Discussion

Inspiration software

Brainpop video
Completed flow
chart of graphic
organizer
Study Island
activities

Grade 8:
Working in small groups or pairs,
students will create a Venn diagram
comparing and contrasting different
resources about a controversial figure
demonstrating the potential bias based
upon the resources utilized
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Essential Question(s)
How can digital tools be used for creating original and innovative
works, ideas, and solutions?
Why is the evaluation and appropriate use of accurate information
more important than ever in the technological age?
How do I collect data? How should I select which data is
important?
How do I analyze data and apply it to improve technology?
Why do companies collect data from testing their products?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Digital tools provide opportunities for people to have new
experiences, recognize problems, design solutions, and express
their ideas.
Information is spread worldwide within seconds due to
technological advancements and has an immediate impact.
Collaboration is an essential part in industry.
Data collected from testing models is analyzed and applied.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology: All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand B: The use of technology and digital tools and media-rich resources enhances creativity and the construction of knowledge.
Strand E: Effective use of digital tools assists in gathering and managing information.
8.2. Technology, Education, Engineering, and Design: All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand E: Digital tools facilitate local and global communication and collaboration in designing products and systems.
Strand G: The designed world is the product of a design process that provides the means to convert resources into products and
systems.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand A: The ability to recognize a problem and apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills to solve the problem is a
lifelong skill that develops over time.
Strand C: Collaboration and teamwork enable individuals or groups to achieve common goals with greater efficiency.

Learning
Expectations
WAL To/That…

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Student
Strategies/
Modification/
Differentiation

Formative
Assessments

Technology
Infusion/Resources

8.1.8.B.1
Synthesize and
publish
information about
a local or global
issue or event on
a collaborative,
web-based service
(also known as a
shared hosted
service).
8.1.8.E.1
Gather and
analyze findings
using data
collection
technology to
create a possible
solution to realworld problem or
a content-related
problem

Grade 7:
Using the links found below:
http://www.dhcs.ca.gov/dataandstats/re
ports/Documents/CaliforniaFoodGuide/
17HealthandDietaryIssuesAffectingAfri
canAmericans.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhealth/pop
ulations/REMP/black.html
http://www.webmd.com/hypertensionhigh-blood-pressure/features/why-7deadly-diseases-strike-blacks-most
http://www.mckinley.illinois.edu/multic
ulturalhealth/AfricanAmericanHealth.ht
m
http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhealth/pop
ulations/REMP/hispanic.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/hi
spanicamericanhealth.html
http://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/templates/
browse.aspx?lvl=2&lvlID=54
http://www.voxxi.com/health-issueshispanics/
Have students research information
about health issues specific to the
African American population and

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts
Provide written
notes for
struggling
students

Brainpop Graded Brainpop videos
Quiz
Study Island
Blue Ribbons on
Wikis
Study Island
Do Now

Blogs

Oral Questioning Google Docs
“Virtual”
Discussions

Provide graphic
organizers

http://www.dhcs.ca.gov/dataand
stats/reports/Documents/Califor
niaFoodGuide/17HealthandDiet
aryIssuesAffectingAfricanAmer
icans.pdf

Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhe
alth/populations/REMP/black.ht
ml
http://www.webmd.com/hyperte
nsion-high-bloodpressure/features/why-7-deadlydiseases-strike-blacks-most
http://www.mckinley.illinois.ed
u/multiculturalhealth/AfricanA
mericanHealth.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhe
alth/populations/REMP/hispani
c.html

Hispanic populations. Next, have
students analyze the data they have
collected in their research and create a
plan to inform the local population of
ways to combat health issues in the
local community by participating in a
“virtual discussion” with classmates

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlin
eplus/hispanicamericanhealth.ht
ml

Grade 8:
Have students research, collect and
analyze information about issues related
to literacy education today. Have
students create a plan to inform others
about ways in which to remediate issues
they have uncovered related to literacy
education by participating in virtual
discussions with classmates

http://www.voxxi.com/healthissues-hispanics/

http://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/te
mplates/browse.aspx?lvl=2&lvl
ID=54

8.2.8.E.1
Work in
collaboration with
peers and experts
in the field to
develop a product
using the design
process, data
analysis and
trends, and
maintain a digital
log with
annotated
sketches to record
the development
cycle

Grades 7 and 8:
Explain the design process when
creating a product

Allow students
to work with a
partner

Work collaboratively to develop a
product using the design process, data
analysis, and trends in the market for
your product

Chunk
information into
small parts

Create a digital log recording the
development cycle of your product
including sketches of the product
throughout the design process
Grade 7:
Brainstorm with students a product that
they use in their daily lives (Coach bag,
sunglasses, cell phone protector, cell
phone clip or carrier)
Have the group come to consensus on
the selection of a product to research
and identify who manufactures the
product, where it is manufactured, what
materials go into the manufacture of the
product to create a list of resources
required to create the product
Next, have students discuss ways in
which to improve the product (create a
list of the suggestions)
Have students work in small groups to

Provide written
notes for
struggling
students
Provide graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

Brainpop Graded http://www.sketchup.com/
Quiz
Blue Ribbons on
Study Island
Do Now
Product sketches
and designs

create an accurate representation of the
product using every-day, household
items (cardboard, paper, pipe cleaners,
etc) and then create a three-dimensional
sketch of the product using the link
below: http://www.sketchup.com/
Create a digital log using Google Docs,
a wiki, or a blog to record the
developmental cycle of the product,
including the sketches on the recording
Grade 8:
Have students work in small groups to
improve a household cleaning product
Have students create an accurate
representation of the product using
everyday items and then create a threedimensional sketch of the product using
http://www.sketchup.com
Next, have students use Google Docs, a
wiki, or a blog to record the
developmental cycle of the product
including the sketches on the recording

8.1.8.G.1
Explain why
human-designed
systems, products,
and environments
need to be
constantly
monitored,
maintained, and
improved

Grade 7:
Have students research water pollution
issues in Toms River and other local
areas due to pollution from chemical
companies and other industries.
Have students explain why water
monitoring must take place and ways in
which the monitoring systems can be
improved and why they need to be
maintained
Students will participate in “virtual”
discussions using collaborative web
service of teacher’s choice
Grade 8:
Have students research weather patterns
that have affected the local area over the
past 15 to 20 years to analyze changes
and determine patterns that have taken
place over that time period.
Have students explain what monitoring
systems are in place and why said
systems are in place and what could be
done to better improve the current
monitoring systems
Students will participate in “virtual”
discussions using collaborative web
service of teacher’s choice

Work with a
partner

Class Discussion

Wikis

Exit Ticket

Blogs

Provide graphic
organizer to take Do Now
notes
“Virtual”
Discussions
Provide extra
time to complete
assignment

Google Docs

8.1.8.G.2
Explain the
interdependence
of a subsystem
that operates as
part of a system

Review how systems work; explain
subsystems and their connection to the
system using the human body as an
example.
Grades 7:
Have students research diabetes and the
interdependence of the body upon the
pancreas for many of the body’s
functions
Using Inspiration software, have
students create a flow chart/graphic
organizer illustrating the connection
between the parts of the system

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Brainpop Graded Inspiration Software
Quiz
Blue Ribbons on
Study Island
Do Now

Oral Questioning
Provide extra
time to complete Homework
assignments
Quiz
Class Discussion

Flow Chart –
Grade 8:
Rubric Evaluated
Have students research the impact of
hypertension and related complications
upon the heart and the rest of the body’s
systems and functions. Using
Inspiration software, have students
create a flow chart/graphic organizer
illustrating the connection between
hypertension and the parts of the
cardiovascular system and the total
body system
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Essential Question(s)
How has the use of digital tools improved opportunities for
communication and collaboration?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Digital tools allow for communication and collaboration
anytime/anyplace worldwide.

How do I choose which technological tools to use and when it is
appropriate to use them?

Selection of technology should be based on personal and/or career
needs assessment.

How can I transfer what I know to new technological
situations/experiences?

A tool is only as good as the person using it.

Can we control the pace at which technology is created? Should
we, even if we can?

Technology evolves at an ever-accelerating pace based on the
needs/wants of society and is influenced by cultural, political, and
environmental values and constraints.

Can a system continue to operate with a missing or
malfunctioning component?

A system has interrelated components designed to collectively
achieve a desired goal.

Is it always beneficial to use the most economical
material/materials for production of a technological product?

All technological activities use resources that include
tools/machines, materials, information, energy, capital, time, and
people.

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.1 Educational Technology: All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in order to
solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge.
Strand C: Digital tools and environments support the learning process and foster collaboration in solving local or global issues and
problems.
Strand F: Information accessed through the use of digital tools assists in generating solutions and making decisions.
8.2. Technology, Education, Engineering, and Design: All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment.
Strand A: Technology products and systems impact every aspect of the world in which we live.
Strand C: Knowledge and understanding of human, cultural, and societal values are fundamental when designing technology
systems and product in the global society.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand D: Communication with people from different cultural backgrounds is enhanced by the understanding of different cultural
perspectives.
Strand E: There are ethical and unethical uses of communication and media.

Learning
Expectations
WAL To/That…

Activities/Instructional Procedures

Student
Strategies/
Modification/
Differentiation

Formative
Assessments

Technology
Infusion/Resources

8.1.8.C.1
Participate in an
online learning
community with
learners from
other countries to
understand their
perspectives on a
global problem or
issue, and propose
possible solutions.

Grades 7 and 8:
Using the links below, have students
select a global problem or a global issue
and discuss the issue or problem
utilizing an online learning community
to seek perspectives of students from
other countries with regard to the issue
or problem
http://environment.nationalgeographic.c
om/environment/habitats/sustainableagriculture/
http://www.globalissues.org/article/26/p
overty-facts-and-stats
http://www.globalissues.org/issue/2/cau
ses-of-poverty
http://www.globalissues.org/issue/178/c
limate-change-and-global-warming

Allow students
to work with a
partner

Do Now

Chunk
information into
small parts

“Virtual”
Discussions

Provide graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

http://environment.nationalgeog
raphic.com/environment/habitat
Oral Questioning s/sustainable-agriculture/
http://www.globalissues.org/arti
cle/26/poverty-facts-and-stats
http://www.globalissues.org/iss
ue/2/causes-of-poverty
http://www.globalissues.org/iss
ue/178/climate-change-andglobal-warming
http://www.globalissues.org/iss
ue/168/environmental-issues
http://www.globalissues.org/arti
cle/165/racism
http://www.hrw.org/

http://www.globalissues.org/issue/168/e
nvironmental-issues
http://www.globalissues.org/article/165/
racism
Grade 8:
Using the links below, have students
seek the perspectives of students from
other countries using a collaborative
learning discussion board to discuss the

http://www.nokidhungry.org/pr
oblem/hunger-facts
http://www.strength.org/pdfs/20
11-childhood-hunger-facts.pdf
http://feedingamerica.org/hunge
r-in-america/hunger-facts/childhunger-facts.aspx
http://www.wfp.org/hunger/stat

global issue related to childhood hunger

s
http://www.nokidhungry.org/problem/h
unger-facts
http://www.strength.org/pdfs/2011childhood-hunger-facts.pdf
http://feedingamerica.org/hunger-inamerica/hunger-facts/child-hungerfacts.aspx
http://www.wfp.org/hunger/stats
http://www.conagrafoods.com/ourcompany/ourcommitment/foundation/press-releases
http://www.shfblv.org/edu_childhood.p
hp

http://www.conagrafoods.com/o
ur-company/ourcommitment/foundation/pressreleases
http://www.shfblv.org/edu_chil
dhood.php

8.1.8.F.1
Use an electronic
authoring tool in
collaboration with
learners from
other countries to
evaluate and
summarize the
perspectives of
other cultures
about a current

Use the links below to locate
participants from other countries:
http://www,ckassblogmeister.com

Allow students
to work with a
partner

http://epals.com
http://kidsblog.com

Chunk
information into
small parts

Grade 7:
Have students use an electronic
authoring tool to collaborate with

Provide written
notes for
struggling

Do Now

Internet

“Virtual
Discussions”

Voicethread
Podcast

Podcast
Google Docs
Voicethread,
Google Slide
Presentation

Use the links below to locate
participants from other
countries:

event or
contemporary
figure.

students from other countries discussing
and determining their perspectives on a
contemporary political figure and then
compare and contrast their perspectives
with your own perspective in a podcast,
Voicethread, or Google Slides
presentation to share with your
classmates.

students

Grade 8:
Have students use an electronic
authoring tool to collaborate with
students from other countries discussing
and determining their perspectives on a
global current event and then compare
and contrast their perspectives with
your own perspective in a podcast,
Voicethread, or Google Slides
presentation to share with your
classmates.

Written
Tutorials

Provide graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

Video Tutorials
Student Choice

Student
Responses

http://www,ckassblogmeister.co
m
http://epals.com
http://kidsblog.com

8.2.8.A.1
Explain the
impact of
globalization on
the development
of a technological
system over time

Review with students what
globalization is; elicit responses from
students; clarify responses to solidify
definition of globalization for students
Grade 7 and 8:
Have students research the production
of Apple products (iPhones, iPods, etc)
items to answer the questions below:
What do we know about each of the
countries/regions where these objects
were made?

Work with a
partner

Do Now

Class discussion
Provide graphic
organizer to take “Virtual
notes
discussion” on
collaborative
online tool
Provide
extended time to
complete
assignment

Use the links below to locate
participants from other
countries or other parts of the
United States:
http://www,ckassblogmeister.co
m
http://epals.com
http://kidsblog.com

For those not made in the United States,
why do you think these objects were
made overseas?
Who profits from these objects being
made in another country but sold here?
Who suffers or is exploited?
Why do you think our economy is set
up in this way?
Have students post and discuss their
findings on an online discussion board
seeking input and comments from
students in other countries or other parts
of the United States
Grade 8:
Have students research the production
of Hollister or Abercrombie clothing
items to answer the questions below:
What do we know about each of the
countries/regions where these objects
were made?
For those not made in the United States,
why do you think these objects were
made overseas?
Who profits from these objects being
made in another country but sold here?

Who suffers or is exploited?
Why do you think our economy is set up
in this way?
Have students post and discuss their
findings on an online discussion board
seeking input and comments from
students in other countries or other parts
of the United States

8.2.8.C.1
Explain the need
for patents and the
process of
registering one

Grade 7:
Review the concept of patents through
class discussion and brainstorming with
students why something would need to
be patented
Have students work collaboratively to
“create” a product that meets a need in
their daily lives and then have students
sketch their product using sketchup
software

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Brainpop Graded Inspiration
Quiz
Voicethread
Do Now
Podcast
Oral Questioning www.sketchup.com
Quiz

Provide extra
Class Discussion
time to complete
assignments
Student Graded
Project
Create a flowchart using Inspiration to
show the steps in the design process that Written
Tutorials
you would use to patent your product
Grade 8:
Review the concept of patenting with
students and elicit responses as to how
patents protect inventors
Using the links below, have students
research inventions that have been

Video Tutorials

http://www.pcmag.com/slidesho
w/story/295265/history-of-theipad
http://www.time.com/time/speci
als/packages/article/0,28804,20
29497_2030652_2029804,00.ht
ml
http://52tiger.net/brief-historyof-the-ipad-prologue/

Student Choice
http://apple-history.com/ipad
http://www.ilounge.com/index.p
hp/articles/comments/instant-

patented that are in use in their daily life
today that have changed society
(diabetic insulin pump, chemotherapy
pumps, television, computer, iPods,
iPads, iPhones)
http://www.pcmag.com/slideshow/story
/295265/history-of-the-ipad
http://www.time.com/time/specials/pac
kages/article/0,28804,2029497_203065
2_2029804,00.html
http://52tiger.net/brief-history-of-theipad-prologue/
http://apple-history.com/ipad
http://www.ilounge.com/index.php/artic
les/comments/instant-expert-a-briefhistory-of-ipod/
http://inventors.about.com/od/istartinve
ntions/a/iPod.htm
http://smgworld.bu.edu/zinkpulse/2010/
07/08/a-brief-history-of-ipod/
http://www.diabetes.co.uk/insulin/Insuli
n-pumps.html
http://www.diabeteseducator.org/export
/sites/aade/_resources/pdf/research/1230-11-

expert-a-brief-history-of-ipod/
http://inventors.about.com/od/is
tartinventions/a/iPod.htm
http://smgworld.bu.edu/zinkpuls
e/2010/07/08/a-brief-history-ofipod/
http://www.diabetes.co.uk/insuli
n/Insulin-pumps.html
http://www.diabeteseducator.or
g/export/sites/aade/_resources/p
df/research/12-30-11AADE_Insulin_WhitePaper_Pri
nt.pdf
http://www.ehow.com/about_55
54238_history-insulinpumps.html
http://www.wisegeek.com/what
-is-a-chemotherapypump.htm#slideshow
http://www.depuy.com/patientsand-caregivers/rheumatoidarthritis/chronicpain/chemotherapy-pumps
http://www.cancerresearchuk.or
g/cancer-help/about-

AADE_Insulin_WhitePaper_Print.pdf
http://www.ehow.com/about_5554238_
history-insulin-pumps.html
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-achemotherapy-pump.htm#slideshow
http://www.depuy.com/patients-andcaregivers/rheumatoid-arthritis/chronicpain/chemotherapy-pumps
http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/cance
r-help/aboutcancer/treatment/chemotherapy/having/
chemotherapy-pumps
Have students create a Podcast or a
Voicethread about the product they
researched and how patenting the
product protected the inventor and how
the invention benefitted society

cancer/treatment/chemotherapy/
having/chemotherapy-pumps

8.2.8.C.2
Compare and
contrast current
and past
incidences of
ethical and
unethical use of
labor in the
United States or
another country
and present

Work with a
Grades 7 and 8:
Have students discuss and define ethical partner
and unethical use of labor
Provide graphic
organizer for
Using the links below, have students
research
research child labor laws in the United
States and two other countries to
Provide extra
complete a triple Venn diagram
time to complete
comparing and contrasting the laws in
assignment
the three countries
https://www.continuetolearn.uiowa.edu/

Class Discussion

https://www.continuetolearn.uio
wa.edu/laborctr/child_labor/abo
ut/us_laws.html

Completed Venn
Diagram

http://www.dol.gov/dol/topic/yo
uthlabor/agerequirements.htm

Media-rich
Presentation

http://www.clb.org.hk/en/conten
t/child-labour-china-causes-andsolutions

Do Now

results in a media- laborctr/child_labor/about/us_laws.html
rich presentation.
http://www.dol.gov/dol/topic/youthlabo
r/agerequirements.htm

Require fewer
facts in the
presentation and
on the Venn
diagram

http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/childlabour-china-causes-and-solutions

Chunk
information into
http://library.thinkquest.org/03oct/0190 smaller parts for
easier
8/800/chinarussia.htm
understanding
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.tp.edu.tw and
management of
/modern-day-slavery/child-labor/childthe task
labor-in-china
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.tp.edu.tw Written
Tutorials
/modern-day-slavery/child-labor/childlabors-in-india
Video Tutorials
Have students create a media-rich
Student Choice
presentation to bring to light the issue
of child labor today and what
exploitation is and how certain
countries exploit their children with
child labor
Grade 8:
Have students work in small groups to
research the impact of laws on child
labor in the United States to create a
media-rich presentation explaining the
benefits and consequences of the use of
children in the labor force over the

http://library.thinkquest.org/03o
ct/01908/800/chinarussia.htm
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.t
p.edu.tw/modern-dayslavery/child-labor/child-laborin-china
https://sites.google.com/a/tapa.t
p.edu.tw/modern-dayslavery/child-labor/child-laborsin-india

years in the United States and explain

how the laws have affected what is now
considered ethical and unethical use of
child labor in the United States

Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

Essential Question(s)
How does technology extend human capabilities?

Enduring Understanding(s)
Technological outcomes have potential for anticipated and
unanticipated positive and negative results.

What are the positive and negative consequences of technology?
The design process is fundamental to technology and engineering.
Should technologies that produce negative impact be used?
When are the most sophisticated tools required, and when are the
simplest tools best?
New Jersey Student Learning Standards 2014
8.2. Technology, Education, Engineering, and Design: All students will develop an understanding of the nature and impact of
technology, engineering, technological design, and the designed world, as they relate to the individual, global society, and the
environment
Strand B: The design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.
Strand D: Information-literacy skills, research, data analysis, and prediction provide the basis for the effective design of technology
systems.
Strand F: Technological products and systems are created through the application and appropriate use of technological resources.
9.1 21st-Century Life & Career Skills All students will demonstrate the creative, critical thinking, collaboration, and problemsolving skills needed to function successfully as both global citizens and workers in diverse ethnic and organizational cultures.
Strand B: Gathering and evaluating knowledge and information from a variety of sources, including global perspectives, fosters
creativity and innovative thinking.
Strand C: Collaboration and teamwork enable individuals or groups to achieve common goals with greater efficiency.

Learning
Expectations

Activities/
Instructional Procedures

Student
Strategies/
Modification/

Formative
Assessments

Technology
Infusion/Resources

8.2.8.B.1
Design and create
a product that
addresses a realworld problem
using the design
process working
with specific
criteria and
constraints

Grades 7:
Review design process with students
through class discussion.

8.2.8.B.2
Identify the
design constraints
and trade-offs
involved in
designing a
prototype (e.g.,
how the prototype
might fail and
how it might be
improved) by
completing a
design problem
and reporting
results in a
multimedia
presentation.

Have students redesign the seating in
the plane for better comfort and
entertainment purposes.

Allow students
to work with a
partner or a
small group

Explain the steps in the design process
Using the links found below, have
students research the constraints of the
seats of different air carriers (Delta,
American Airlines, and Jet Blue)

Have students work in small groups or
in pairs to create sketches of the
redesigned seating areas with actual
dimensions and types of materials.
(Teacher will create constraints for
students by requiring a specific number
of seats per plane, or maximum number
of television monitors per plane, or
specific materials to be utilized for the
seating of television monitors, etc.)
Students will create presentations
reporting any design problems they
encountered, as well as prototypes of
their designs, and a pitch as to why
someone should select their seats than

Chunk
information into
small parts
Provide graphic
organizers
Provide extra
time to complete
assignments

Do Now

Brainpop video
(ideas for teachers and videos
Oral Questioning teachers can watch themselves
to assist in the process)
Multimedia
Presentations
http://wwwtc.pbskids.org/designsquad/pdf/
Brainpop Quiz
parentseducators/DS_Invent_De
signProcess_Poster_ENG.pdf
(design process poster)
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=6PJTlzY0Aak
http://www.seatguru.com/airline
s/JetBlue_Airways/fleetinfo.php

Student Choice
Written
Tutorials
Video Tutorials

http://www.seatguru.com/airline
s/Delta_Airlines/fleetinfo.php
http://www.seatguru.com/airline
s/American_Airlines/fleetinfo.p
hp

Student Choice
http://www.gadling.com/2011/1
1/11/10-unique-modes-oftransportation-around-theworld/
http://people.hofstra.edu/geotra
ns/eng/ch3en/conc3en/ch3c1en.
html

another airline’s seats in a multimedia
presentation tool of their choice.
http://www.seatguru.com/airlines/JetBl
ue_Airways/fleetinfo.php
http://www.seatguru.com/airlines/Delta
_Airlines/fleetinfo.php
http://www.seatguru.com/airlines/Amer
ican_Airlines/fleetinfo.php
Grade 8:
Using the link found below, have
students compare the designs of the
different types of transportation shown
in the link and suggest ways in which to
improve two or more of the
transportation types shown.
Identify the design constraints of the
types of transportation and create an
improved mode of transportation using
one or more of the types shown.
http://www.gadling.com/2011/11/11/10
-unique-modes-of-transportationaround-the-world/
http://people.hofstra.edu/geotrans/eng/c
h3en/conc3en/ch3c1en.html
Have students present their information
in a multimedia presentation tool of
their choice

www.citationmachine.net

8.2.8.B.3
Solve a sciencebased design
challenge and
build a prototype
using science and
math principles
throughout the
design process

Using the links found below, have
students create a prototype of a device
to assist in the conservation of a specific
natural resource selected
http://www.nrdc.org/issues/

Allow students
to work with a
partner or in a
small group

Do Now

http://www.nrdc.org/issues/

Class discussion

http://www.neok12.com/Natural
-Resources.htm

Brainpop Natural
Provide
Resources
http://www.brainpop.com/scien
http://www.neok12.com/Naturalextended time to Graded Quiz
ce/ourfragileenvironment/natura
Resources.htm
complete
lresources/preview.weml
assignment
http://www.brainpop.com/science/ourfr
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/p
agileenvironment/naturalresources/previ Provide graphic
ortal/nrcs/site/national/home/
ew.weml
organizer
http://www.econlib.org/library/
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nr
Enc/NaturalResources.html
cs/site/national/home/
www.citationmachine.net
http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/Nat
uralResources.html
http://www.sciencenewsforkids.
org/2013/06/soccer-playersHave students create a presentation
who-frequently-use-their-headsdepicting the prototype of the device
score-worse-on-memory-tests/
they’ve created to assist in the
conservation of a natural resource
http://www.foxnews.com/health
selected
/2013/06/11/repetitive-soccerball-heading-could-lead-toHave students explain why said natural
brain-injury/
resource needs to be conserved and any
challenges they encountered in creation
http://www.sciencedaily.com/re
of their prototype
leases/2013/06/130611082233.h
tm
Grade 8:
http://www.oysan.org/assets/oys
Using the links below, have students
a_assets/doc/coachingarticles/co
create a presentation depicting the

prototype of thee device they’ve
created to assist in protection of the
head, neck and body from injury when
playing soccer
http://www.sciencenewsforkids.org/201
3/06/soccer-players-who-frequentlyuse-their-heads-score-worse-onmemory-tests/
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/0
6/11/repetitive-soccer-ball-headingcould-lead-to-brain-injury/
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2
013/06/130611082233.htm
http://www.oysan.org/assets/oysa_asset
s/doc/coachingarticles/concussionfindin
gs.pdf
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/ne
ws/2013/06/130614-soccer-headingconcussion-brain-injury-science/

ncussionfindings.pdf
http://news.nationalgeographic.
com/news/2013/06/130614soccer-heading-concussionbrain-injury-science/

8.2.8.D.1
Evaluate the role
of ethics and bias
on trend analysis
and prediction in
the development
of a product that
impacts the
United States
and/or other

Grade 7:
Using the links found below, have
students research the issues surrounding
genetically altered foods which may
include higher costs to farmers for
seeds, questions concerning safety for
the consumer and environment,
marketing, consumer choices, global
impacts, etc.

Allow students
to work with a
partner
Chunk
information into
small parts

Provide extra

Do Now

Online collaborative tool of
teacher’s choice (Blog, wiki,
etc.)

Virtual
discussions using
www.citationmachine.net
online
collaborative
http://www.marketingteacher.co
tool
m/Lessons/lesson_plc.htm
Multimedia
http://learning.blogs.nytimes.co
presentation

countries

Communicate with students in your
schools, other areas of the country and
world to understand various positions
on this issue. Analyze these
perspectives, identify ethical concerns
that may exists and weigh them against
the benefits of the innovation and
present your position online for
comment globally
http://www.marketingteacher.com/Less
ons/lesson_plc.htm

time to complete
assignments

http://www.monsanto.com/
Provide Graphic
Organizer
Written
Tutorials

http://www.monsanto.com/
http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usdaho
me
Have students present their findings in a
multimedia presentation of their choice
Grade 8:
Using the links found below, have
students research the issues regarding
organic foods which may lead to higher
costs to consumers, may be better for
overall health of consumers, possibly
better for the environment, etc. and
present your position in an online
global forum for discussion with peers
in other areas of the globe

http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal
/usdahome
http://www.mayoclinic.com/hea
lth/organic-food/NU00255

Video Tutorials
Student Choice

http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/1999/
08/30/altered-genes/

m/1999/08/30/altered-genes/

http://www.american.com/archi
ve/2008/june-06-08/theproblem-with-organic-food
http://organic.about.com/od/sust
ainable-organics/Organics-AndSustainability-Eco-IssuesSurrounding-Organics.htm
http://www.realbuzz.com/article
s/the-pros-and-cons-of-organicfood-us-en/
http://www.independent.ie/lifest
yle/food-drink/how-you-likethem-apples-the-pros-and-consof-organic-food-29307420.html
http://grist.org/organicfood/2011-07-21-in-defense-oforganic/

http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/orga
nic-food/NU00255
http://www.american.com/archive/2008
/june-06-08/the-problem-with-organicfood
http://organic.about.com/od/sustainableorganics/Organics-And-SustainabilityEco-Issues-Surrounding-Organics.htm
http://www.realbuzz.com/articles/thepros-and-cons-of-organic-food-us-en/
http://www.independent.ie/lifestyle/foo
d-drink/how-you-like-them-apples-thepros-and-cons-of-organic-food29307420.html
http://grist.org/organic-food/2011-0721-in-defense-of-organic/

8.2.8.F.1
Explain the
impact of
resource selection
and processing in
the development
of a common
technological
product or system

Grade 7:
Using the links found below, have
students research the life cycle of an
aluminum can and explain the impact of
the selection of aluminum in the
product
http://www.prlog.org/10364317-lifecycle-of-an-aluminum-can.html
http://www.azom.com/article.aspx?Arti
cleID=3529

Provide graphic
organizer
Allow students
to work in pairs
or small groups

Do Now

http://www.prlog.org/10364317
-life-cycle-of-an-aluminumClass discussions can.html
Student
presentations

http://www.azom.com/article.as
px?ArticleID=3529

Provide extra
time to complete
task

http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=7dK1VVtja5c

Break task down

http://www.aluminum.org/AM/
Template.cfm?Section=Home&

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dK
1VVtja5c
http://www.aluminum.org/AM/Templa
t
e.cfm?Section=Home&CONTENTID=
30090&TEMPLATE=/CM/ContentDis
play.cfm
Have students create a presentation
using the presentation tool of their
choice reporting on the impact of
selecting aluminum in the development
of soda cans
Grade 8:
Using the links found below, have
students research the life cycle of
disposable diapers and explain the
impact of the selection of the materials
used in the product
http://www.thegreenmama.com/analyzi
ng-environmental-life-cycle-costsdiapers
http://www.diaperanswers.org/diapersa-the-environment/using-lifecycleassessments-to-understand-cloth-vsdisposables.html
http://www.ahpma.co.uk/docs/LCA.pdf
http://www.naturallifemagazine.com/09
10/which_are_greener_cloth_or_single-

into smaller
parts

CONTENTID=30090&TEMPL
ATE=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm
http://www.thegreenmama.com/
analyzing-environmental-lifecycle-costs-diapers
http://www.diaperanswers.org/d
iapers-a-the-environment/usinglifecycle-assessments-tounderstand-cloth-vsdisposables.html
http://www.ahpma.co.uk/docs/L
CA.pdf
http://www.naturallifemagazine.
com/0910/which_are_greener_c
loth_or_single-use_diapers.htm

use_diapers.htm
Have students create a presentation
using the presentation tool of their
choice reporting on the impact of
selecting the components of diapers in
the development of disposable diapers

8.2.8.F.2
Explain how the
resources and
processes used in
the production of
a current
technological
product can be
modified to have
a more positive
impact on the
environment and
the economy

Grades 7:
Have students use the links found below
to research the present types of use and
cost of power in your school. Survey
how power is currently used in the
building—some may be automatic
usage, some always on and others
impacted by human choice.
Identify the current types of energy
available to consumers and compare
cost factors. Energy usage has impact
on the environment can the school
change its impact by modifying type of
power, usage, or user habits? Decide
through research if alternate energies
such as solar or geothermal can be
used? Analyze types of energies, cost
factors and what changes that could be
made to be greener and more cost
effective. Present your findings in a
multimedia presentation tool of your
choice.
http://www.eere.energy.gov/kids/
http://www.epa.gov/reg5rcra/wptdiv/p2

Work with a
partner

Do Now
Class Discussion

Provide graphic
organizer for
research

Completed Venn
Diagram

Provide extra
Media-rich
time to complete Presentation
assignment

www.citationmachine.net
http://www.eere.energy.gov/kid
s/
http://www.epa.gov/reg5rcra/w
ptdiv/p2pages/energy.pdf
http://history.howstuffworks.co
m.asian-history/great-wall-ofchina.htm

pages/energy.pdf
Grade 8:
Using the link found below, have
students research the ways the materials
were combined to create the Great Wall
of China and explore which materials
make the strongest, sturdiest wall.
Have students report their findings in a
presentation format of their choosing.
Have students create “mini” Great Wall
of China depictions out of household
and classroom materials and compare
students’ models
http://history.howstuffworks.com.asianhistory/great-wall-of-china.htm
Teacher Notes: Use the link found below to access a plethora of rubrics for all types of technology projects and activities:
http://www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-rubrics.html

